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Foreword
C

onfederation of Indian Industry has been making sustained
efforts to create a conducive business environment to propel
higher growth rate for India Inc. and will continue to play a
meaningful role in this direction. CII believes that the adoption of
Information Technology is a key transformational tool that will help
India “leap–frog” to achieve competitive advantage for its growth.
India is at the forefront of the large IT–ITES market and is well
established as a ‘destination of choice’. Having grown manifold in size
and matured in terms of service delivery capability and footprint over
the past decade, the Indian IT industry is now at an inflexion point—
and faces a unique opportunity to enhance its role as a full–service,
value–adding partner to the domestic industry as well. There is
significant headroom in the addressable IT adoption opportunity for
India Inc., and there are sizeable untapped opportunities across a
wide spectrum of verticals. Also, the Indian IT industry is favourably
positioned to benefit from its established delivery capabilities, which
bear a key influence on user industries’ decision to adopt IT.
Over the next three years, the right choices by stakeholders of the
Indian IT industry could effect a three–fold growth. The aspired target
is aggressive, but is surely achievable, and will bring huge payoffs to
India’s economy, employment and role in the global marketplace.

Mr. Kris Gopalakrishnan
President designate CII
Co–Founder and Executive Co–Chairman, Infosys Limited
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introduction
O

ver the last few years, businesses have been trying to
harness the power of information technology to transform the
way they work. In my interactions with CEOs across industry
verticals, four common themes resonate:
•• Increasing growth
•• Building a competitive advantage
•• Enhancing user productivitya
•• Reducing costs of operations
The Indian government’s intent too is to drive growth, or should I
say—‘Inclusive Growth’ and IT has a strong role to play in realizing
this vision.
The Indian IT Industry has been a key driver in the new knowledge
economy and expected to touch US$ 100 billion in fiscal year 2013,
approximately 7.5 percent of GDP. While it will continue to
accelerate growth from international market, there is an opportunity
for the industry to work closely with the government to kick–start
the economy, go back to the higher growth levels and help other
industry verticals gain a competitive advantage in global and
domestic markets.
As the four interconnected technology megatrends—Mobility, Social,
Big Data and Cloud, dominate the next decade, the IT industry has a
compelling opportunity to bring a paradigm shift in the way
technology gets adopted by businesses across verticals at lower costs
and at scale. The BCG–CII report is a comprehensive fact–based
view of requirements, capabilities, opportunities, and growth
imperatives for the Indian industry through increased IT adoption—
that will allow for focused decision–making by all stakeholders—IT
suppliers, users, and the Government.
On behalf of CII, I would like to thank The Boston Consulting Group
(BCG) for writing this report and for bringing together the insights of
the Indian IT and IT User companies in this document. I am sure
that this report will be useful for all stakeholders in the industry.

Mr. Bhaskar Pramanik
Chairman, CII National Committee on IT, ITeS and e–Commerce
Chairman, Microsoft India
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Executive summary
D

riven by domestic consumption, the Indian economy is
poised to grow at fast rate in the coming years. Technology will
play an important role in meeting the evolving needs of the Indian
consumers. It is imperative that end user industries re–align their
business models and continuously invest in new technologies to
provide innovative value propositions to their customers. IT will also
be a significant driver in the economic growth of our country due to
its effect on increasing productivity and enabling innovation. With
its growing influence on the economy, the Indian IT industry is
expected to witness about 12 percent growth over the next four
years, to reach a market size of about INR 1.8 lakh crores by 2016.
IT services and software products will lead this growth, due to an
increase in IT adoption by companies, shift towards outsourcing and
emergence of new technologies.
IT adoption across end user industries is not the same—some
sectors like banking, telecom and insurance have leveraged IT across
their business functions, including the back–end organizational
processes, customer facing activities and revenue generating
initiatives, and are at an advanced stage in IT adoption. Sectors like
education, healthcare, media and retail are relatively low IT
spenders currently, but are expected to significantly increase their
expenditure on this front in the future.
The role of IT in organizations is expected to evolve from simply being
“order takers” to transformative “business partners”. To effectively
leverage the IT, Indian companies need to develop the required IT
capabilities—need identification, value assessment, vendor
management, governance models, and IT talent management. End user
companies in India are unique and have expectations around cost,
unique user needs, expect more touch points and high quality delivery.
Several domestic IT companies have built strong IT capabilities in
the last decade and today boast of a marquee global client base.
While traditional pricing advantage that IT providers enjoy in
global markets may not be relevant for the domestic market, they
now have the opportunity to play in value–added areas by serving
as optimization agents and transformation partners and deliver
value through process improvements and technology–led
transformations. IT providers are attempting to understand the
unique and evolving needs of Indian end user industries aiming to
employ India–specific strategies for the domestic market. IT
providers are developing the required partner network, applying
multiple cost levers and adapting innovative commercial models to
fully tap the Indian opportunity.
The Boston Consulting Group • Confederation of Indian Industry | 5

The Government plays an important role in the IT market, both as a buyer and
as a facilitator. In its role as a buyer, the Indian Government needs to catch up
with the rest of the world on IT spending—it’s IT spends as a percentage of
GDP have been significantly lower than Governments for developed economies.
In recent years, Government has taken the right steps in some areas for
example, UID, education. Going forward, Government needs to focus on
providing more IT–enabled citizen services, improving efficiencies in the public
sector, investing in disruptive technologies, standardizing data, and promoting
shared services. These initiatives will need to be supported by a strong
execution and governance model to effectively leverage IT.
Going forward, all key stakeholders—the end users, IT providers and the
Government—need to work in close concert to tap the IT opportunity
successfully. We propose an eight point action plan for the end user
industries, IT providers, and the Government:
1. End user industries need to create a clear vision for the role of IT in their
organizations with well defined roadmaps
2. End user industries need to strengthen their capabilities to manage IT
effectively by enhancing the required IT related systems and processes
commensurate with the enhanced role that IT needs to play in today’s
context
3. IT providers and end user industries need to work collaboratively to identify
business needs and opportunities, engage in joint planning and design, and
structured performance tracking with a clear focus on achieving mutual
objectives
4. If not already in place, IT providers should develop a differentiated India
strategy
5. To be successful in Indian market, IT providers need to optimize their
delivery model for lower costs
6. Government needs to facilitate IT adoption through policies, programs and
incentives
7. Government should also facilitate development of quality IT workforce
8. Government too needs to partner with the private sector to leverage cutting
edge IT and foster innovation by mandating and facilitating development of
data and information standards along with building the required IT
capabilities to orchestrate its IT projects
There is opportunity to transform the business landscape with enhanced IT
adoption, and in turn create a significant contribution to India’s GDP. End
users, IT providers and Government will need to partner with each other to
realize this vision.
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Indian Domestic IT
Market—An overview

Indian Economy: The Growth
Story

The global economy is showing signs of a
paradigm shift—with Asia starting to estab–
lish itself as the global economic leader. In–
dia’s growth, along with China, will play a
key role in the transition of Asia into a glob–
al economic power.
India’s growth story is driven by domestic
consumption. India is blessed with a unique
demographic situation where more than 55
percent of the total population was under
the age of 30 years in 20111 (as shown in Ex–
hibit 1.1). Rising income levels will lead to
the emergence of a new middle class, with a
much higher consumption demand, as com–
pared to the past. The Indian middle class as
a percentage of the total population is ex–
pected to grow from 44 percent in 2010 to 59
percent in 20202.
Rising income levels in India will fuel do–
mestic consumption. India’s real GDP (PPP,
2005 prices) is expected to grow at a healthy
6.7 percent during the current decade3.
1991 was an important year for the Indian
economy. It was the year when India
changed its economic policies which resulted
in a long period of sustained growth for In–
dia’s GDP. More foreign companies started
operating in India, several industries were
deregulated and the private sector in India

gained traction. BCG estimates show that by
2020, more than 75 percent of the total pop–
ulation would have grown up in a liberalized
economy (i.e., post 1991 era)4. This segment
of the population is more aware and has
been exposed to the multitude of product
and service offerings in the new liberalized
economy that did not exist before 1991.
Their attitudes and behaviors are completely
different from those before them. These con–
sumers are willing to spend more for the
right product / service, they are comfortable
navigating the multitude of choices available
to them and they are more aware of what
products and services are offered across the
world. Companies will need to re–align their
business models to meet the expectations of
this new India.
Increase in earning population, emergence
of a new middle class and a new set of “lib–
eralized” consumers would bring in a whole
new set of opportunities as well as challeng–
es for the corporate world in India. These
consumers will demand a multi–channel ap–
proach where technology enabled processes
offer convenience and new go–to–market
propositions. In a recent BCG study—The In–
ternet Economy in the G–20: The US$ 4.2
Trillion Opportunity we estimated the im–
pact of this trend on the internet economy in
India. The contribution of internet to GDP in
India is expected to increase from 4.1 per–
cent in 2010 to 5.6 percent in 2016, with an
The Boston Consulting Group • Confederation of Indian Industry | 7

Exhibit 1.1 | India’s growth story is driven by domestic consumption
Earners outnumber dependents...
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Sources: Census of India 2001, Population projections 2001–2026 (December 2006); TeamLease India Labour Report 2006; United Nations; EIU; Euromonitor;
BCG analysis.
1
Population between 20–59 years old.
2
Real GDP, purchase power parity at US 2005 prices (US$ trillion).
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annual growth of 22 percent to reach a size
of INR 11 lacs crores by 20165 (as shown in
Exhibit 1.2).
Indian companies are expected to benefit from
such opportunities and build scale over time to
play in the global market. Studies show that till
FY2010, India had 141 “billion dollar” compa–
nies, which are expected to increase to more
than 700 by 2020 (as shown in Exhibit 1.3)6.
Most of these “billion dollar” companies will
have a global footprint and will face challenges
from global players. Among the many things
that will help these companies succeed, effec–
tive use of IT will be an important one.
Technology will allow companies to adapt to
the evolving Indian consumer needs and offer
unique value propositions that were not feasi–
ble till now. IT will also help companies to com–
pete in the global market by making them
more efficient.
The role of IT is not limited only to consumers
and companies, but also extends to the econo–
my at large. The sector continues to add to em–
ployment through creation of new, more val–

ue–added jobs. By helping create more jobs in
other parts of the industry, the IT industry also
has a multiplier effect. This direct and indirect
effect on productivity and employment makes
the growth of IT sector a key engine for the
growth of the Indian economy.

Domestic IT Market: An
Untapped Opportunity

A comparison of India’s IT spends with more
developed economies (as shown in Exhibit
1.4) shows that the India’s overall IT spend as
a percentage of GDP is less than 1 percent—
significantly lower than the global average of
2.5 percent7.
As illustrated in Exhibit 1.4, more developed
economies typically spend more on IT and as
Indian economy grows, IT spending is likely
to increase significantly. Greater IT spends
lead to productivity improvement through
process automation, incremental business on
electronic medium and real time access to in–
formation. The labour productivity in India in
2011 was US$ 9,310, compared to US$ 69,900
in U.K. and US$ 96,000 in The United States8.

Exhibit 1.2 | India’s internet economy projected to grow to 5.6% of GDP by 2016—an annualized growth
rate of 22%
Indian internet economy at 4.1%
of GDP in 2010…
INR Lac crore

Consumption
Investment
Government
spending

…projected to grow to
5.6% of GDP by 2016

CAGR
2010–2016 (%)

4.8

39.7

INR Lac crore

0.7

Consumption
0.6

Investment
Government
spending

0.1

17.2

1.4

30.6

0.5

Exports

2.3

Exports

5.2

14.8

Imports

0.4

Imports

1.1

20.1

Internet
economy

3.2
GDP (%)

4.1

Internet
economy

10.8
GDP (%)

22.5

5.6

Sources: EIU, Statistical Handbook (Reserve Bank of India, 2011), Ministry of Science & Technology (Government of India, 2011), Telecom Regulatory
Authority of India (November 2010), Nasscom Strategic Review 2011, Enterprise IT Spending by Vertical Market Worldwide (Gartner, September 2010),
Ovum Telecom Quarterly Revenue CapEx Tracker (2011), Company reports (Vodafone Essar, Reliance Comm., Idea Cellular, 2011), PC Quarterly Statistics
All Countries, Worldwide PC Shipments and Installed Base by Country / Market: 2008–16 (Gartner, September 2011), Fixed Broadband Forecast 2008–16
(Ovum, September 2011), Mobile Devices Revenue (Gartner, September 2010), Mobile Devices Business Consumer Split (Gartner, September 2010), Mobile
Broadband Forecast 2008–16 (Ovum, July 2011), Computers and Peripherals in India (Euromonitor Int., September 2011), World Bank, ITU, BCG analysis.
Note 1: All growth rates are nominal i.e., including inflation.
Note 2: m–Commerce is included within online retail sales—i.e., ‘Consumption’.
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Exhibit 1.3 | Billion $ companies estimate for 2020

Number of 'billion dollar' companies in India (Publicly listed)

1,000

1,000
800

(High case)
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600

400

450

200

(Low case)

141
26

0
FY 2010

FY 2000

FY 2020 (Projection)1

Sources: Thomson One Banker; Capital line; BCG analysis.
Note: Data is based on sales and pertains only to public companies.
1
Number of companies in 2020 estimated using two approaches; (i) Using 2005–10 CAGR of current >US$ 50 million companies in sales and calculating how
many fall in US$ 1 billion+ category. (ii) Growth rate of # of $1bn+ companies in 2000–10 used to estimate # of companies in 2020.

Exhibit 1.4 | Economic development will go hand in hand with increasing IT penetration in Indian
economy

IT spends as % of GDP
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Size of bubble represents IT spends in the country, 2012

Sources: Gartner data; EIU; Web search; BCG analysis.
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60,000
GDP per capita (US$)

The United States has actively adopted IT,
with well established business models devel–
oped around new digital innovations. In The
United States, sustained investments in IT
and effective use of technologies have led to
an increase in productivity levels. This effect
on increased labour productivity, combined
with positive effect on employment, both di–
rect and indirect, is likely to be a key driver
for GDP growth in India in the years ahead.

Current Landscape and Future
Outlook of Domestic IT Industry

The IT market in India for the year 2011 is esti–
mated at INR 99,700 crores (as shown in Ex–
hibit 1.5). IT services segment has the largest
share at 50 percent of the total market, fol–
lowed by the hardware segment at 32 percent.
IT Services
For the year of 2011, the total market size of
IT services in the domestic market is esti–
mated at around INR 49,400 crores, with in–
frastructure outsourcing and hardware sup–
port being the biggest revenue–generating
services.

The domestic IT services market is growing the
fastest amongst all domestic IT segments. In–
crease in IT adoption by companies, increase
in size and scale of companies, outsourcing of
non–core business activities including new
transformational IT deals in various industry
sectors such as banking and telecom and emer–
gence of new technologies such as cloud and
data analytic would drive the future growth of
IT services in India.
Infrastructure Outsourcing: Infrastructure out–
sourcing is one of the biggest revenue–generat–
ing service lines in the domestic market. This
segment is expected to grow at a healthy rate
as companies will outsource the setting up and
maintenance of IT infrastructure to third–party
providers, driven by the following factors:

••

Increasing need for companies to focus on
their core competencies and invest in their
core activities due to intense competition

••

High–end skills required for maintaining
and upgrading the complex IT systems to
match the industry best practices that will
be more difficult to manage internally

Exhibit 1.5 | IT industry in India is expected to grow at 12% with faster growth in IT services and software products

INR billion

Key drivers of growth of IT market

225,000

180,000

+12%

175,400
34,400

Software
products

44,400

Hardware

135,000
99,700
90,000

17,800
32,500
96,600

45,000
49,400
0
2011

IT services

• Increase in market for system infrastructure S/W
and ADS to accommodate new technologies
• Upgradation of legacy systems and growing
acceptance of Software as a Service (SaaS) model

14%

• Increase in dependence of IT for business
operations
• Increase in automation to drive hardware sales
• Government focus on digital education

6%

• Increase in IT adoption by companies
• Outsourcing of non–core business activities,
14%
specially through transformational IT deals
• Emerging technologies like cloud, big data, mobility

2016

Sources: BCG analysis; Gartner.
Note: Hardware includes PCs, servers, storages, enterprise communication equipment, printers and other peripherals. It does not include fixed network
services, mobile network service and mobile devices.
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••

Enhanced focus of companies on cost
reduction and lean IT organizations

counting for almost 32 percent of the total IT
market in India.

Hardware Support: Hardware support is the
second largest segment within IT services.
The market for hardware support will be
driven by rising demand for IT systems and
an increasing trend to outsource the mainte–
nance of IT systems with a focus on reducing
costs.

Personal Computers: Notebooks / tablets and
desktops together comprise a major part of
the IT hardware market. The market for note–
books / tablets is driven by the increasing de–
mand for affordable, light weight, and porta–
ble computing devices.

IT Consulting: IT consulting is expected to
grow at a robust rate, driven by convergence
of IT systems and solutions with business ob–
jectives and growing IT adoption to handle
business complexities, rapidly evolving tech–
nology landscape in the corporate sector and
curiosity of companies to test attractiveness
of emerging technologies and implement
them in business processes.
Business Process Outsourcing: BPO is a relative–
ly small market in India and a large part of it
is captive. However, there is a new trend re–
lated to third–party transformational out–
sourcing relationships between customers
and service providers. BPO companies are
also increasingly being established in tier 2
and tier 3 cities to enable service providers to
deliver the services at lower costs.
Infrastructure and Network Integration Services:
Demand for infrastructure & network integra–
tion services would primarily be driven by a
need for synergies in IT systems across the
global operations of organizations, emergence
of complex IT systems and the need to enable
them to communicate with each other.
Application and Software Related Services: The
market for commercial application and cus–
tom application services would be driven by
the growth in demand for application soft–
ware, which is expected to grow positively as
a result of increasing IT adoption, replace–
ment / upgrading of legacy systems, reducing
software license fees and acceptance of pay–
per–use model of software licensing. Demand
for applications would also lead to increased
demand for software support.
Hardware
The total hardware market for the year is es–
timated to be around INR 32,500 crores, ac–
12 | IT
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However, the increasing demand for note–
book / tablets will lead to a fall in the de–
mand for desktop PCs. The slower growth of
the desktop PC segment shall be driven by
the increasing demand for computing devices
in education and the ongoing Government
initiatives to increase the reach of IT.
Network Equipment: Network equipment is
another big revenue–generating segment in
the overall hardware market. It is expected
that increasing investments by companies in
expanding and upgrading their current IT in–
frastructure would lead to increased invest–
ments in network equipment by most of the
end–user industries.
Servers and Storage: Growing acceptance of
cloud computing, virtualization and digitiza–
tion is expected to drive the demand for serv–
ers and storage in future.
Software Products
The total software products market for the
year 2011 is estimated to be around INR
17,800 crores, accounting for around 18 per–
cent of the domestic IT market.
System Infrastructure Software: This segment
primarily comprises of systems software, se–
curity software and system and network
management software. The systems soft–
ware market is more mature and developed.
However, current technology and business
trends such as adoption of disruptive tech–
nologies like cloud and mobility and grow–
ing business threats point toward a strong
market potential for security software as
well as system and network management
software. Growing adoption of cloud com–
puting and virtualization, with concerns for
security and improved customer services,
would drive companies to invest in these
applications.

Application Development Software: The market
for application development software is ex–
pected to grow at a healthy pace, primarily
driven by the use of cloud leading to redefi–
nition of methods of design, testing and de–
ployment of applications as well as emerging
mobile applications, systems and devices.
However, leading providers will face some
stiff competition from the growing presence
of open–source software.
Application Software: Some of the key exam–
ples of application software include enter–
prise software, accounting software, office
suites, and graphics software. The use of ap–
plication software is increasing due to multi–
ple factors including replacement / upgrad–
ing of legacy systems, increasing IT adoption
across industries, reducing licensing fees, and
increasing acceptance of pay–per–use model
(software as a service) for software licensing.

Future Trends for IT Spends in
India
The Indian IT market would grow on account
of increasing acceptance of value creation
through outsourcing, emergence and applica–
tion of innovative technologies as well as IT
adoption within relatively untapped seg–
ments of the market.
In–house IT likely to move to outsourced model
In many cases, large Indian companies have
actively managed their business processes
and IT services in–house, ensuring that they
have overall control over the processes. How–
ever, going forward, many of these compa–
nies are considering utilizing the services of
third–party IT service providers, in order to
lower the IT costs and ensure the availability
of right quality of IT professionals, while
managing the increasing complexity in IT re–
quirements. This gives the IT service provid–
ers a big opportunity to offer their products
and services to the domestic market.
Second wave of investments for upgrades in well–penetrated verticals
Industries and players who have invested in
developing IT systems to keep their business–
es running, will now invest in new, more ad–
vanced technologies, allowing them to be–

come cost–effective and overcome
profitability and growth constraints to gain
competitive advantage. For example, banks
and telecom companies have already invest–
ed heavily in building the basic IT systems.
These players would now start allocating
their IT spends towards adoption of new
technologies to ensure better operational
management, customer service, and cost–ef–
ficiency. Emerging technologies like cloud
computing and big data analytics and inno–
vative commercial models like outcome–
based pricing will become the need of the
hour.
IT adoption in the next tier of
enterprises
With large companies running their business
operations on complex IT systems, the next
tier of companies will have to invest in up–
grading their current IT systems to match the
customer–service and profitability levels of
larger players. The next tier of enterprises
may not invest in developing complex IT sys–
tems internally, but may rather opt for new,
cost–effective technological solutions from
external vendors. This will lead to the emer–
gence of standardized pay–per–use models to
avoid heavy capital outlays by the next tier of
companies.
Next wave of technology to leapfrog
IT evolution in India
Globally, IT has evolved gradually from main–
frame in the 1970s’ to client / server in the
1980’s to Web 1.0 in the 1990s’ to industrial–
ization in the first decade of twenty first cen–
tury. Companies are now developing strate–
gies to accommodate the new age of
digitization and mobility. However, while
some industries in India such as banking and
telecom have embraced IT completely and
are almost at par with their global counter–
parts in IT adoption, most other industries
have been late adopters of IT and are still in
catching–up mode. Being late adopters, these
Indian companies have the opportunity to
use technologies that have already been test–
ed by the early adopters, providing corporate
India an opportunity to leap–frog into the
advanced phase of IT evolution.
New technologies such as enterprise mobil–
ity, big data and data analytics, and cloud
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computing are expected to change the way
industry is adopting IT. These new technolo–
gies would enable Indian companies to pro–
vide best–in–class customer service and op–
erate in a cost–effective and efficient
manner. Big data and data analytics would
empower the businesses to capture and ana–
lyze huge volumes of data, helping draw use–
ful insights and unlock significant value
through strategic decision making—some–
thing that is not possible using the tradition–
al IT systems.
Over time, mobile phones have started play–
ing a significant role in an organization’s op–
erations. Enterprise mobility enables employ–
ees to work together in an integrated manner,
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of
operations by using mobile technology. Adop–
tion of these new technologies will empower
businesses to gain competitive advantage by
helping them develop superior IT capabilities.

Key Questions on Domestic IT
Market

The Indian IT industry is at an inflection
point in its evolution. The end–users will de–
mand continued performance improvements
to protect their profitability, new technolo–
gies to serve the next billion customers and
innovative commercial models to make the
offerings viable. The operating models of IT
providers will have to evolve to be able to
serve the changing needs of the end–users.
Because of the inter–linkage between IT and
the growth of the economy, the end–users
and IT providers will have to collectively en–
sure effective leverage of IT in India. The
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Government will play an important role both
as a buyer and a facilitator in enabling IT
adoption.
The following questions emerge to under–
stand how IT adoption at Indian companies
can increase:

••

What are the requirements of end–user in–
dustries? How are they evolving?

••

What are the IT providers doing to target
the domestic market?

••

What would be the role of the Government
in enabling IT adoption in India?

••

What actions should all stakeholders—
end–user industries, IT providers, and the
Government—take to effectively leverage
IT for India’s growth?

We will explore these questions in detail in
the chapters that follow.

Note:
1. Population projections 2001–2026, Teamlease India
labour Report 2006, BCG analysis.
2. BCG Centre for Consumer Insight report, “Taming
the Tiger: Understanding the Indian Consumer
Opportunity”.
3. EIU, BCG analysis.
4. UNDP population forecast; BCG analysis.
5. BCG report, “The Internet Economy in the G–20:
The US$ 4.2 Trillion Opportunity”.
6. Thomson One Banker, Capital Line.
7. EIU, Gartner.
8. EIU.

End User Perspective

Evolving Role of IT in Indian
Companies

their global competitors. It is, therefore, no sur–
prise that the CII–BCG IT End User Survey 2013
revealed that Indian companies are planning to
increase their IT adoption across business func–
tions (as shown in Exhibit 2.1).

IT spends in India are significantly lower than
other peer countries—Indian companies typi–
cally have a lower level of IT adoption than

Exhibit 2.1 | IT adoption varies across different business functions
Current levels of IT adoption and future aspirations
3.7

Core business operations
2.8

Risk management

4.6

3.9
3.3

Sourcing / procurement
2.6

Knowledge management

4.4
3.8

3.0

Analytics and intelligence

4.4
3.6

Accounting

4.6

3.3

Human resources

4.2

2.7

Business planning

4.2
3.0

Supply chain / logistics

4.1

2.3

Enterprise mobility

2.6

Innovation management
0
Low

4.0

1

2
Current maturity

3.9
3

4

5
High

Future aspiration

Source: CII–BCG IT End User Survey 2013.
Note: Responses on a scale of 1 to 5; 1—lowest, 5—highest.
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In light of the increasing IT adoption, the value
proposition of IT is evolving from an order taker
to being a business partner. Traditionally, the
role of IT has been that of an “order taker”, fo–
cusing on providing the basic IT infrastructure
and applications to keep the business running.
IT teams have primarily helped the organiza–
tions optimize their operating and capital ex–
penditures, providing solutions to satisfy busi–
ness requirements. However, as companies
increasingly accept IT as a solution to business
problems, they will make a conscious effort to
integrate IT with their operations, and expand
its scope and use in business processes and cus–
tomer offerings. Further, the alignment of IT
with business is becoming increasingly critical
to optimize IT investments and ensure usage
where business impact can be substantial. IT,
with its unique vantage point of being connect–
ed with all business units and functional areas,
is now being called upon to play a key role in
driving business innovation and developing new
business models. Exhibit 2.2 lays out the evolv–
ing role and scope of IT within organizations.
The increasing importance of IT in business
will also transform the role of companies’
internal IT teams, who would need to evolve

from their current role of “doers” to
“orchestrators”. Companies are increasingly
outsourcing traditional IT activities such as
development of applications and management
of networks and helpdesks. Internal IT teams
of companies, therefore, need to focus on more
strategic aspects such as understanding
business
requirements
and
proposing
appropriate IT solutions and developing the
target architecture. Supplier selection and
negotiations, in a complex landscape of
solutions and providers, will demand
professional procurement techniques that
have historically been used by corporate
procurement specialists.
Organizations are increasingly looking at IT to
transform their business—automating process–
es for faster speed and reduced costs, facilitat–
ing smooth interactions between parties and
helping them manage increasingly large quan–
tities of data to create a competitive advantage
in their industries (as shown in Exhibit 2.3).

IT Capability Maturity of Indian
Companies
Indian companies, owing to their low levels of IT
adoption, have not dedicated sufficient efforts to

Exhibit 2.2 | Evolving role and scope of IT within organizations

Orchestration

Scope of the IT organization

Separate from
the business

Transformation

Integrated into
the business

Business
execution

Business and IT integrated completely

Business
design

Business transformer
Orchestrator

Applications

Traditional IT
IT
infrastructure
Make or perform in–house

Buy or outsource

Sourcing approach
Source: BCG analysis.
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Exhibit 2.3 | Select examples from Indian companies on how IT can be leveraged to transform
businesses

IT solution and
description

Purpose of IT
solution

Impact

Automotive industry

Securities industry

Healthcare industry

Dealer management system

Smart order routing

Hospital information system

• Single platform for all
dealers
• Direct, real-time and
predictable information
channel with dealers

• Identification of stock
exchange to execute
transaction based on price,
cost, speed and other factors
specified by clients

• Capturing of complete cycle
of care of patients from entry
to exit and services provided
post release from hospital

Better customer and dealer
experience
• Standardize the dealership
network
• Ability to predict sales &
service trends
• Better customer
understanding

Quick order execution at
best prices
• Automated trading facility for
customers to monitor order
books of multiple exchanges
and execute trades at best
prices quickly

Improved patient care
• Better diagnosis and
treatment of patients
• Data capturing of
consumables and other items
on daily basis to reduce
wastages

Source: Discussion with industry participants; BCG analysis.

develop their internal IT capabilities. As a result,
IT management capabilities in Indian organiza–
tions are found to be significantly lower than the
desired levels. All respondents to the CII–BCG IT
End User Survey 2013 expressed a desire to en–
hance their IT capability levels across multiple
dimensions (as shown in Exhibit 2.4).
IT not seen as business change driver
Most Indian companies have traditionally shied
away from leveraging IT as a tool to achieve
business goals. While most of them use IT, a sig–
nificant proportion of them still struggle to iden–
tify the potential opportunities offered by IT so–
lutions. This leads to low priority for IT in
business planning. An inability to envisage IT as
a driver of business change has meant that Indi–
an companies find it difficult to proactively
identify IT requirements across various func–
tions. As a result, the implementation and up–
grades of IT solutions is delayed further, result–
ing in potential business losses.
Calculation of return on investment
The existing capabilities of a majority of Indi–
an companies limit them from calculating the
effective return on investment on IT systems

and solutions. Businesses are unable to accu–
rately calculate the accrued benefits from IT
implementation, giving rise to a perception
that the potential envisaged at the time of
planning has not been fully delivered.
Vendor management
Once the IT requirements are laid out, the
next key factor that determines the success or
failure of an IT project is the ability to select
the right vendor and work with them to im–
plement the project successfully. This makes
vendor management a crucial aspect in IT
implementation, especially in a scenario
where companies are opting for multiple ven–
dors. While some Indian companies have de–
veloped advanced capabilities and processes
for end–to–end vendor management, many
of them currently lack these (as shown in Ex–
hibit 2.5)1. The absence of defined processes
and parameters for vendor selection, manage–
ment and performance monitoring leads to
ineffective and inefficient IT implementation.
Governance models
Leveraging IT to achieve business goals is still a
relatively new concept in India. As a conse–
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Exhibit 2.4 | End users are weak in managing IT effectively and strategically to create value
Current overall
capability

Aspect

Desired overall
capability

Difference
levels

IT project management capabilities

3.0

4.3

IT training for end users

3.1

4.3

1.2

4.5

1.1

Delivery of business requirements

3.4

1.3

Current and target IT architecture

3.5

4.5

1.0

Focus on IT innovation

3.2

4.3

1.0

Strategic management of IT manpower

3.0

4.0

1.0

Measured and controlled operations

3.2

4.2

0.9

Policies & frameworks to manage risks

3.1

4.0

0.9

Usefulness and ease of IT services

3.4

4.3

0.9

Monitoring of IT service usage

3.2

4.0

0.8

Cost efficient IT services

3.5

Proper allocation of IT costs

4.3

3.2
0

0.8

3.9
5

0

0.7
5

0

5

Average of user response on scale of 1-5: 1–low and 5–high

Source: CII–BCG IT End User Survey 2013; BCG analysis.
Note: The rating scale is defined as follows: 1 being “Rudimentary” :Outcome not measured; <20% degree of automation; ad hoc defined process; reach
in pockets of IT, 2 being “Elementary”: IT outcome measured; <40% degree of automation; disciplined process; reach across all IT functions, 3 being
“Intermediate”: outcome measured and controlled; <60% degree of automation; standard, consistent process defined; reach across business and IT, 4 being
“Advanced”: Business and IT outcome measured; <80% degree of automation; predictable process; reach across business and IT incl. subsidiaries, 5 being
“Mastery”: Business and IT outcome measured and controlled; up to 100% degree of automation; continuously improving process; reach across business, IT,
subsidiaries, and external business partners.

Exhibit 2.5 | End user maturity on IT sourcing capabilities

Question
How is decision
made to in–
source or
outsource IT
activities?

Capability
Elementary
Rudimentary

Advanced

Intermediate

Best practices (Mastery)
• Regular review, external benchmarking and
prioritization of IT processes / functions
for outsourcing
Mastery
• Business case based on cost, scale, quality, speed,
consider access to talent and innovation
• Decision involves business and IT together

How is the
supplier selection
process?

• Contract terms include success based and innovation
based components
• Dedicated multi–skills team in place for supplier
management; sophisticated processes in place for
supplier coordination

How are suppliers
managed?

• Regular process with key suppliers to assess not only
cost and performance / value of current contracts,
but also explore ways to improve performance, bring
innovation and create new business opportunities
• Joint, productive IT planning and business planning
sessions held periodically
Average

Source: CII–BCG IT End User Survey 2013; BCG analysis.
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quence, many Indian companies do not have
well–defined IT governance models. Decision
making tends to be on a case–by–case basis,
and companies find it difficult to manage IT
with consistency and transparency. Companies
are still evolving their internal governance
mechanisms to optimize the role and decision
making effectiveness of different business units,
as well as the role of business in IT decisions.
Talent management
Indian companies are finding it challenging
to hire and retain top IT talent amid tough
competition from IT providers who offer re–
cruits foreign postings with attractive renu–
meration. Additionally, Indian companies
have not invested in developing their in–
house IT teams as much as they should have.
In most companies, talent planning and tal–
ent management processes are inadequate;
career paths are unclear at best. This has an
adverse impact on the quality of internal IT
personnel, prompting the end user industries
to tap IT providers for filling the gap.

Challenges for IT Adoption at
Indian Companies

End user needs are different
In India, workforce is available at relatively
lower costs, making it challenging for IT pro–
viders to pitch the effectiveness of their solu–
tions purely based on the cost advantage. IT
providers, therefore, need to identify alterna–
tive value propositions for the domestic mar–
ket. Process optimization and business trans–
formation are what Indian companies need,
and many times this can be challenging to
provide at the price levels they demand.
The user needs are also evident in the dimen–
sions that Indian companies lay greater stress
on while selecting vendors. Vendors’ align–
ment to business needs and reliability of ser–
vices are top priority, followed by domain ex–
pertise and performance guarantees (as
shown in Exhibit 2.6)1. IT providers thus, need
to invest resources in understanding the user
needs and ensure that their proposed solu–
tions are in close alignment with them.
Indian companies are late adopters of IT
Indian companies, being late adopters of IT,
do not have historical investments in build–

ing IT capabilities for their businesses. As a
result, companies start from a very low base–
line of IT management capabilities and in–
frastructure, in contrast with their counter–
parts in developed countries who have an
established basic infrastructure. IT providers,
thus, need to play an end–to–end role where
they partner with clients to help adopt IT,
build IT systems from scratch, and imple–
ment transformative business processes, all
at the same time.
Indian companies are cost sensitive
Several Indian companies still consider IT as
a cost center, and not a driver for value addi–
tion and business growth. In order to control
costs, companies tend to resort to hard nego–
tiations, prefer integrated deals and press for
outcome–based pricing models. Due to this
mindset, companies may eventually compro–
mise on some key aspects of the implemen–
tation, to be able to accommodate costs
within the allocated budget. For IT provid–
ers, this cost consciousness translates into
lower margins in India compared with the
global market.
Client Relationship Management is important
The pattern of IT buying by Indian compa–
nies differs significantly from that observed
in other countries. Given the relatively inade–
quate internal capabilities, Indian companies
are typically “high touch clients” and prefer
more hand holding from their vendors. They
expect the providers to become business part–
ners who will make up for the lack of internal
IT capabilities. IT providers, thus, need to
possess strong account management capabili–
ties with dedicated resources to be able to
serve Indian clients effectively.
Expectation of high quality of delivery
While Indian companies are late adopters of
IT and cost sensitive, they are quite discern–
ing as buyers, demanding the same quality of
delivery as promised by IT providers to for–
eign clients. They expect vendors to assign
quality resources for their projects, as well as
ensure delivery on key aspects like cost,
schedule, and quality of service. Put simply,
there is a gap between the end user compa–
nies’ expectations in terms of delivery quality
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Exhibit 2.6 | End users take multiple factors into consideration for vendor selection, some more
important than others
Parameter

Importance of parameter1

Alignment of business needs

Vendor capability rating1

4.6

3.5

Reliability of services

4.5

3.5

Domain expertise

4.4

3.3

Performance guarantees / warranties

4.2

3.6

Project excellence

4.2

3.4

People quality

4.2

Ongoing costs

3.1

4.0

3.3

Past experience with supplier

3.8

3.2

Technological sophistication

3.7

3.2

Upfront costs

3.6

3.1

Exclusivity / Uniqueness of solution

3.6

2.9

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

Source: CII–BCG IT End User Survey 2013, BCG analysis.
1
Responses on a scale of 1 to 5—1 being the lowest, 5 being highest

and the current approach adopted by IT pro–
viders. IT providers thus, need to balance the
expectation of high quality delivery with the
price points demanded in the Indian market.

De–averaging IT Adoption across
Industries

The level of IT adoption in India varies across
different sectors. The top four sectors—bank–
ing, Government, manufacturing, and telecom
account for more than 60 percent of total IT
spends in the country (as shown in Exhibit 2.7).
As illustrated in Exhibit 2.8, IT intensive sec–
tors, like banking, telecom, and insurance, are
spending a larger share of their revenues to–
wards IT. These sectors have adopted IT
across their entire suite of business functions,
including the back–end organizational pro–
cesses, customer facing activities and revenue
generating initiatives, and are at an advanced
stage in IT adoption. The Government is also
a big spender, due to its focus on developing
the basic IT infrastructure and recent devel–
opments in providing better citizen services.
Emerging sectors like education, healthcare,
media, and retail are relatively low IT spend–
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ers currently, but are expected to significant–
ly increase their expenditure on this front in
the future. These sectors have the potential
to witness high growth driven by increased
IT adoption across their business functions
and would constitute the next tier of oppor–
tunity.
The industry sectors differ from each other in
terms of their level of IT adoption, the role IT
plays in the business and the drivers for IT
investments. It is important to understand
these differences to be able to leverage IT ef–
fectively in each sector. Exhibit 2.9 gives a
snapshot of IT adoption and the role of IT
across some major sectors. We will now delve
into each of these industries in detail.

Industry Deep Dive: Banking
Banking sector: An Overview
The Indian banking sector plays a crucial role
in the development of the domestic economy.
Bank deposits—a significant driver of eco–
nomic growth—stood at 73 percent of GDP in
2011, up from 57 percent of GDP in 20052.
Banking assets are growing at 18 percent per
annum, while the profits are growing faster at
23 percent3. This has been primarily driven

Exhibit 2.7 | Snapshot of Indian IT market in 2011

Break–up of Indian IT market across verticals and segments

Percentage

100

14

18

21

20

22

37

25

34

26

8

80
29
60

19

37
34

13
22 18 23 Software

15
28

33
41

48 Hardware

57
40
56

54

45

20

46

55

51

48

57
41
21

54
30 IT services

0
0

Banking

20

40
Telecom

Government

60
80
Manufacturing Media
Retail Energy
&
& CPG
services Transportation
Insurance

100
Education
Life sciences
& healthcare
Utilities

Sources: BCG analysis; Gartner.

Exhibit 2.8 | Current IT spending patterns and future IT spends varies across different sectors

Projected 5–year CAGR for IT spends (%)1

25
Emerging sectors
20

Education
Life Sciences
& healthcare

IT intensive sectors

Transportation

15

Retail

Telecom

Insurance

Media & services

Banking

Utilities

Manufacturing
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

IT spends as % of revenues

Size of bubble represents IT spends of sector in 2011

Sources: Gartner; Expert interviews; BCG experience; Research reports; BCG analysis.
1
Projected CAGR for the period of 2011–2016.
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Exhibit 2.9 | Industry verticals differ on various dimensions of IT adoption
Extent of IT adoption

Segment

Areas of IT
adoption

Key drivers
of IT
investments

Dominant
type of
contracts

Telecom
Customer
facing
processes,
Business
processes,
New products
using
technology
Differentiated
customer
offerings

Banking

Insurance

Manufacturing

Customer
facing
processes,

Customer
facing
processes,

Business
processes,
New
products
using
technology

Business
processes

Business
processes,
Support
functions,

New
products
using
technology,

Cost reduction

Business
processes

Regulatory
compliances

Regulatory
compliances

Regulatory
compliances

Differentiated
customer
service

Business
operations

Financial
inclusion

Large total
outsourcing
deals

Piece–meal,
few large
contracts

Differentiated
customer
service
Piece–
meal, few
large
contracts

Operational
efficiencies

MPE

Retail
and CPG

Healthcare

Customer
facing
processes,

Customer
facing
processes,

Business
processes,

Business
processes

Cost
reduction

Return on
investments

Differentiated
customer
service

Multi–
channel
retail

Information
management

Differen–
tiated
customer
service

Reach
expansion

Piece–
meal
contracts

Piece–
meal
contracts

Piece–
meal
contracts

Piece–
meal
contracts

Source: Discussion with industry participants.

by the outstanding growth in key business
lines such as retail and commercial lending.
The banking sector comprises 26 Govern–
ment–controlled banks, 20 private–sector
banks, 40 foreign banks and more than 2,600
cooperative banks. Additionally, there are
over 13,000 NBFCs established in India. The
top ten banks, seven of which are controlled
by the Government4, control over 50 percent
of the total deposits and loans.

as unified customer information and branch–
less banking, and have developed alternate
channels of banking. However, nationalized
and old private sector banks have used appli–
cations across their systems in a limited man–
ner, and not focused heavily on improving cus–
tomer service and developing alternate
banking channels. Unlike most of their peers,
old private–sector banks are yet to significant–
ly outsource select business processes and the
management of their IT infrastructure.

Current IT adoption and buying
behavior
For banks, a large part of their IT invest–
ments in the last few years has gone toward
rolling out core–banking solutions. But now,
investments in deployment of other applica–
tions, outsourcing of infrastructure and pro–
cesses have picked up.

As far as adoption of new technologies like
cloud computing and data analytics is con–
cerned, new Indian private banks and foreign
banks have been quite keen, and have started
making efforts to leverage the advantages of
such technologies. In contrast, nationalized
banks and old private sector banks are yet to
make headway in this area.

New private banks and foreign banks have ad–
opted IT the most, followed by nationalized
banks and the old private sector banks. New
Indian private banks and foreign banks exten–
sively use applications, provide facilities such

Business trends driving IT adoption
The Indian banking sector is expected to wit–
ness strong growth in the coming years, pri–
marily driven by the huge pool of potential
customers, favorable demographics, increas–
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Banking Vertical: Deep Dive

Sectoral overview

Current IT
adoption

••
••

Indian banking sector growing at around 18 percent

••
••

INR 18,500 crores IT spends in banking

Four types of banks—public sector, old private sector,
new private sector and foreign banks

National private banks & foreign banks leading IT
adoption followed by nationalized and old private banks

Business trends driving IT
adoption

••
••

Focus on retail banking

••

Pressure on margins that will
require innovative technologies
to reduce cost

••

Increasing bank footprint—new
branches and ATM roll outs

Financial inclusion which will
require solutions to cater to low
ticket–size customers

ing household incomes, and an increasing fo–
cus on semi–urban and rural areas.
Some of the key trends that will shape the fu–
ture of Indian banking are:
Focus on retail banking: Rapid accumulation of
wealth in households and emergence of the
“next billion” consumer segment would drive
growth in retail banking, both for high net
worth individuals, as well as, for the emerging
middle class.
Increasing banking footprint: Banks will have
to expand their networks extensively by set–
ting up branches and ATMs. The industry will
follow the model of low–cost branch network,
involving smaller sized branches.
Lower margins: The sector would face down–
ward pressure on margins in retail as well as

Key areas of opportunity

••

Customer relationship
management

••
••
••

Back–end management

••
••
••

Payment systems

Data warehousing
E–payments and mobile
banking
Outsourcing of ATMs
Solutions to cater to RBI
regulations

corporate banking. Banks will invest in inno–
vative technologies to improve efficiency and
lower costs.
Financial inclusion: Financial inclusion, which
requires banks to come up with innovative so–
lutions to cater to low ticket–size customers,
is a central item on the Government’s agenda.
The Ministry of Finance has mandated public
sector banks to focus on financial inclusion.
At the same time, private banks have also
started focussing on this. The current busi–
ness models are not economically viable, and
new models such as the business correspon–
dent approach will have to be radically differ–
ent in terms of distribution, technology, HR
practices, and risk management.
Key areas of opportunity
IT will play a critical role in the growth of the
banking sector. The larger banks have suc–
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cessfully implemented the basic IT infrastruc–
ture required to run their operations, and the
next tier is also moving toward greater IT
adoption through increased outsourcing of its
IT functions. Larger investments would be
needed to upgrade existing systems and de–
velop new ones to meet the growing and ev–
er–changing business requirements.
Customer relationship management: Banks
would invest in developing IT solutions to
adapt to the increasing needs of their custom–
ers, and to manage client relationships effec–
tively. Some of the steps banks are expected
to take include:

••

Develop superior capabilities in data
analytics to develop customer insights,
improve customer services, and identify
potential cross–selling opportunities

••

Identify innovative means of targeting
customers, such as social media and
digitization

••

Target growth in automated, standardized
products to reduce lead time, and allow
effective selling of low–risk products

Back–end management: Banks are expected to
spend on upgrading their IT systems to make
their internal processes efficient and cost–ef–
fective. Future IT spends will include:

••

Use of cloud computing to improve
efficiency, reduce costs, and scale up
operations without incurring additional
expenses on hardware, software, and
manpower

••

Implementation of tools for better HR
management, especially in PSU banks

••

Migration to paperless transactions &
processing, such as cheque truncation
system

••

Increased investments in areas such as
automated data flow, data storage as per
KYC norms and document management,
to ensure compliance with regulations

Data warehousing: To manage the growing
volume of business transactions, banks would
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increasingly spend on data warehousing that
can enable efficient decision making by pro–
viding a repository of historical data through
systematic design. This would require a vast
suite of applications, giving rise to multiple
opportunities for IT providers.
E–payments and mobile banking: For the
next generation of tech–savvy customers, mo–
bile is emerging as the preferred medium of
conducting banking transactions. Private
banks are developing capabilities to provide
mobile banking services to their customers.
Nationalized banks, too, are starting to adopt
this technology. Going forward, banks will in–
vest in development of systems and applica–
tions that will cater to the demand for such
services from the new breed of technology–
friendly customers, helping banks to build
lasting client relationships.
Payment systems: An increasing portfolio of
products across delivery channels, and coupled
with newer methods of making payments,
would require banks to invest in development
of new payment systems to ensure protection
of customer funds and internal security.
ATM outsourcing: Another major opportunity
for IT providers lies in the ATM space. The
rollout of ATMs is on the rise to cater to the
population in tier 2 and tier 3 cities. There is
an increasing trend towards outsourcing of
ATM management, with many banks embrac–
ing total outsourcing models, which encom–
passes management of installation, ATM ser–
vices as well as assets.
Regulations: One of the important drivers of IT
spending by banks will be the guidelines put
forth by the RBI that pertain to the use of IT.
Automated data flow, the subject of the cen–
tral bank’s approach paper released in No–
vember 2012, is a case in point. The RBI’s oth–
er guidelines for banks include greater use of
technology with regard to upgrades in RRBs,
KYC norms, and the cheque truncation system.

Industry Deep Dive: Telecom
Telecom sector: An overview
India is one of the fastest growing telecom
markets in the world. The introduction of mo–
bile telephony services has changed the tele–

com landscape completely in the last decade.
The number of mobile connections has grown
by about 40 percent per annum over the last
five years, standing at over 935 million in Oc–
tober 20125. High mobile penetration is play–
ing a key role in bringing about socio–eco–
nomic inclusion by connecting people across
the country.
The wireless services market is dominated by
a few private–sector players whereas the
fixed line segment is dominated by the Gov–
ernment–owned BSNL.
Current IT adoption and buying behavior
Being a technology–driven sector, telecom
has seen high IT usage. Industry players
spend on all aspects of IT—be it applications,
infrastructure, or outsourcing of business pro–
cesses. The telecom sector in India has the
highest IT penetration.

IT has application across the organization in a
telecom company. On the front end, IT systems
as well as BPO, play an important role in sell–
ing, order processing, billing and collections,
customer service, and marketing. On the back–
end, companies invest heavily in IT infrastruc–
ture, maintenance and security. In addition,
firm–wide ERP and support functions like HR
payroll and finance accounting also use IT.
For the technology–intensive telecom sector,
managing IT is a core business activity. The
sector, both worldwide and in India, has been
characterized by strategic outsourcing deals
that help reduce management burden while
empowering them to decide on their IT sys–
tems. These contracts aim to ensure a stron–
ger alignment between the vendor and the
telecom provider through sharing of costs and
revenues to varying degrees. The Airtel–IBM
and Aircel–Wipro deals are examples of such
contracts.

Telecom vertical: deep dive
Sectoral overview

Current IT
adoption

••

Shift in key metrics: Subscriber retention over acquisition
and MoU and RPM over ARPU

••
••

Retail saturated, growth to be driven by enterprise

••
••

INR 15,000 crores IT spends in telecom

••

Large strategic outsourcing deals the norm in telecom

Profitability dependent on scale; consolidation imminent

High level of IT adoption—multiple applications,
infrastructure and business process outsourcing common

Business trends driving IT
adoption

••

Greater focus on customer
retention

••

Need to increase ARPUs,
particularly from high value
customers

••

Growth of the enterprise
segment

••

Consolidation in the industry

Key areas of opportunity

••

Need for analytical tools to
capture usage trends as well as
those tracking service levels

••

Enterprise solutions catering to
the needs of the large, mid–
sized companies as well as the
SMBs
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Business trends driving IT adoption
Greater focus on customer retention: Given the
already high tele–density levels, the subscrib–
er base is starting to flatten out, particularly
in urban areas. In addition, the implementa–
tion of mobile number portability has made
it easy for consumers to switch providers.
This has prompted telecom companies to in–
creasingly focus on retaining customers, by
ensuring quality of service and providing a
host of value–add services.
Need to increase Average Revenue Per User
(ARPUs): The Indian telecom space has seen
tariffs drop precipitously, owing to the in–
tense competition among providers. This has
led to a fall in ARPU. One of the thrust areas
for providers is to find ways to increase the
revenue realization from each user. The
emerging trend of a rise in use of data, com–
pared with voice, can be a driver. However,
this will require a better understanding of
consumer needs, and provision of appropri–
ate solutions.
Growth of enterprise segment: The rapidly
growing enterprise segment in India is a ma–
jor driver of growth for the industry. Many
providers are already taking steps to tap this
opportunity, with some providers having
started offering cloud–based services for their
corporate clients. The sector will need to beef
up its services—cloud, mobility, storage ser–
vices and security systems—for the enterprise
segment.
Consolidation in the industry: Since telecom is
a capital–intensive industry, scale becomes
important. Given the high level of competi–
tion and declining ARPUs, many smaller play–
ers are facing pressure on their margins. Con–
solidation could be a possibility, and could
have a bearing on the use of IT. In the short–
term there will be IT system integration proj–
ects but over the longer term IT buying will
become more consolidated.
Key areas of opportunity
Data analytics: Analytics tools will help cap–
ture customer usage trends, and identify
high–value users, thus enabling telecom pro–
viders to extract maximum value out of such
customers, by providing them with the right
set of services. Analytics will also be helpful
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in analyzing network failures, and hence im–
proving service levels.
Enterprise solutions: As providers target enter–
prises, they will need to build the suite of
products and solutions, such as M2M (Ma–
chine to Machine) applications, sought by cor–
porate customers and SMEs.
In addition, providers will keep investing in
technologies that improve customer experi–
ence and provide users with more services.
Integrated deals will continue to dominate
the telecom sector. The incumbency effect
will be significant, with existing providers
winning a larger share of the pie in deal re–
newals. However, current deals may be split
during renewals leading to a potential entry
point for new players.

Industry Deep Dive:
Manufacturing

Manufacturing sector: An overview
The manufacturing sector plays an important
role in the Indian economy, both as a signifi–
cant contributor to GDP, as well as a source of
employment to a large section of the Indian
population. However, compared with other
major economies, manufacturing is a relative–
ly smaller sector in India. For India, value
added by manufacturing sector as a percent
of GDP has been around 15 percent over the
last few years, as compared to the nearly 30
percent level recorded in China and South Ko–
rea6. The manufacturing sector has been a lag–
gard for the economy, growing at less than 7
percent per annum over the last five years—
compared with the 7.6 percent rate of GDP ex–
pansion7 in the same period. This can be at–
tributed to a number of challenges faced by
the sector, such as poor infrastructure, policy
coordination, labour issues, as well as lower
levels of technology penetration.
Consisting largely of medium and small–sized
enterprises, the Indian manufacturing sector
is highly fragmented. It is estimated that
SMEs account for 45 percent8 of industrial
output. The rest comes from either the large
companies (domestic companies and MNCs
operating in India) or the micro enterprises
spread all across the country. A large part of

Manufacturing vertical: deep dive

Sectoral overview

Current IT
adoption

••

Manufacturing GDP is INR 820,000 crores for 2011 with
growth slowing down in the last few years

••

Sectors like automotive, electrical machinery have seen
high growth whereas others like textile and basic metals
are lagging

••

INR 12,300 crores IT spends in manufacturing, IT
adoption levels still low

••

IT service deals typically small, mostly around
infrastructure outsourcing and application development

Business trends driving IT
adoption

••
••

Operational improvements

••

Government initiatives
promoting the use of IT—steps
being taken to promote
technology adoption in certain
verticals as well as schemes to
help SMEs adopt IT

Key areas of opportunity

Cost optimization to bring down
cost of operation in the face of
increasing competition

the MSMEs are present in clusters spread
across the country.
Current IT adoption and buying behavior
On an aggregate level, the larger companies
have higher adoption of IT, as compared with
smaller businesses. The current IT needs and
buying behavior are summarized below:

••

Large enterprises: This segment can be
divided into two parts—late adopters of
IT (old set–ups with greater dependence
on legacy systems) and the early adopters.
While the former are focusing largely on
having the basic systems upgraded, the
latter are looking at enhancing their
operations through greater application of
IT over and above the standard ERP and
CRM solutions. In terms of the need for IT,

••

Value–adding industry specific
applications for process
improvements and performance
enhancement

••

Greater infrastructure
outsourcing by larger companies

••

Low cost solutions and delivery
model for MSMEs including use
of cloud

however, both of them are similar, but
have varied priorities due to the different
starting points. Most of the IT purchase is
based on smaller contracts and large
outsourcing deals, like in telecom, are
non–existent in this sector

••

Mid–size companies: This segment is
similar to the larger enterprises, as far as
IT adoption is concerned. However, due to
their lower geographic spread and smaller
scale (as compared with bigger business–
es), the need of mid–sized enterprises for
IT infrastructure is intrinsically lower

••

SMEs: This segment accounts for about 45
percent of the country’s total manufactur–
ing output, but does not spend much on
IT. They tend to use IT only for the most
critical applications, based on the respec–
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tive industries they operate in. Most of
them do not have a complete ERP imple–
mentation in place, and tend to use only
the parts of it that are most critical to
their functioning. Being cost sensitive,
SMEs prefer to use the cheaper local
versions of ERP software. The buying,
therefore, is largely through local vendors

••

Micro–enterprises: The smallest of the
companies use IT primarily for document
processing and management

The level of IT adoption is also a function of
the nature of the sub–sector. Automotive and
pharmaceutical companies typically show ad–
vanced adoption rates, unlike textile compa–
nies which have a lower need for IT. For ex–
ample, the IT system in automotive
companies needs to be linked to those of
their vendors (ancillaries) so that just–in–
time delivery can be ensured. Many process
industries like chemicals, cement, etc. are at
the intermediate level of adoption, requiring
greater stress on a supply chain management
than on other processes.
Most manufacturers are price–sensitive, and
hence have typically not spent much on IT.
Most companies in this sector spend less than
a percent of their revenues on IT.
Business trends driving IT adoption
•• Operational improvements: Indian manu–
facturing companies are facing challenges
from foreign players that are setting up
shops in the country, as well as from new
domestic players arriving on the scene. In
the face of this competition, it is impor–
tant for industry players to move toward
better and more efficient processes, and to
bring about these changes, greater use of
technology is inevitable

••

••

Cost optimization: In the light of the recent
slump in demand, as well as the massive
influx of cheaper products from other
low–cost countries, Indian companies are
actively looking at ways to reduce their
operational costs and discretionary
spending.
Government initiatives promoting use of
technology: The Government is taking steps
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to make the sector more competitive by
setting up the NMCC (National Manufac–
turing Competitiveness Council). It has
also taken specific steps to give a fillip to
the use of technology in this sector

ǟǟ

Reducing duties or providing subsidies
for technology upgrades in pharmaceu–
tical, textile and food processing
companies

ǟǟ

Introducing schemes for technology
development in MSMEs, sensitizing
SMEs to IT and emerging trends like
cloud

Key areas of opportunity
Low–cost solutions and delivery for MSMEs:
Considering that this is a highly price–sensi–
tive segment, cloud–based solutions—for
both applications as well as infrastructure—
could well be the answer to cater to the
needs of MSMEs. Shared applications and in–
frastructure will provide them access to the
IT at affordable rates. Subscription–based de–
ployment models (SaaS—Software as a Ser–
vice) for various applications, including ERP,
could be the way forward for MSMEs. For ex–
ample, a manufacturer of self–adhesive tapes,
with an annual turnover of less than INR 10
crore, adopted a cloud–based entry–level ERP
/ CRM solution to address budget constraints.
This helped them increase productivity, short–
en sales cycle and improve decision making
due to greater visibility and insight.
Greater infrastructure outsourcing by larger
companies: A large number of the bigger en–
terprises still manage their IT in–house. As
they look for cheaper alternatives, many of
them, particularly those with higher IT adop–
tion and multiple locations, will find it cheap–
er to outsource their IT infrastructure. Cloud
could also be a potential area of investment.
Hero MotoCorp, for example, has put its en–
tire dealer management system on the cloud.
However, this is still not a top–of–mind agen–
da for many CIOs in this space.
Value–adding industry–specific software: For
companies that have a relatively higher level
of IT adoption, the next wave of investments
will be in applications geared toward process
improvements and performance enhance–

ment. Industry–specific applications that are
built on existing ERP and CRM will drive IT
spending in this segment.

Industry Deep Dive: Media,
Publishing, and Entertainment

Media, Publishing and Entertainment
sector: An overview
The overall size of this industry is in excess of
INR 70,000 crores9. Television and print me–
dia are the largest segments, accounting for
around 70 percent of the industry’s revenues9.
Smaller segments such as animation and vi–
sual effects, digital advertising, and gaming
are seeing much higher growth rates, as com–
pared with conventional segments like TV,
print, and radio. The major source of revenue

for this industry is advertising spends, which
continue to grow amid rising consumerism—
to the benefit of media and publishing com–
panies.
Current IT adoption and buying behavior
The level of IT adoption varies across the val–
ue chain. In televisions and films, for exam–
ple, the role of IT is larger in broadcasting
and distribution, as compared to production.
For production and content creation, most of
the IT usage revolves around packaged soft–
ware for movie editing, animation, and graph–
ics. Broadcasting requires the broadcast man–
agement system and some custom
applications built around the same. Distribu–
tion and marketing use the conventional

Media, Publishing & Entertainment: deep dive

Sectoral overview

Current IT
adoption

••

The M&E sector is INR 700 billion in revenues and
expected to grow at 15 percent per annum till 2016

••

TV is the largest medium followed by print; 40% of
industry revenues come from advertisements

••

INR 10,700 crores estimated to be spent on IT by the
media, publishing and entertainment industry

••

Most of the larger players outsource infrastructure;
spending on content digitization is high in, broadcast
management is critical for television

Business trends driving IT
adoption

Key areas of opportunity

••

Proliferation of digital media
leading to digitization of content
and delivery of digital content;
new services like pay–per–view
and video–on–demand

••

Analytics and business
intelligence for targeted
marketing, dynamic pricing and
market research to use viewer
feedback

••

Need to increase ARPU as
competition rises

••

••

Deeper market research for
better planning of content and
its positioning including
leveraging the same in
advertisements and promotion

Increased need for social media
and mobile based applications
to increase reach and revenues
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CRM solutions. By virtue of their nature of
work, both broadcasting and distribution are
technology intensive, and hence IT spends
are higher for these activities. IT is used also
in support functions, and is now gaining
ground in market research and analytics. In
comparison, the print and publishing indus–
try is a smaller user of IT.

tail plays a crucial role in driving inclusive
growth, impacting three key stakeholders:
producers, workers and consumers. India’s re–
tail sector accounted for 22 percent of GDP
and 8 percent of total employment10. The re–
tail sector in India is largely unorganized,
with only 8 percent11 of the market being or–
ganized.

The buying behavior is largely multi–vendor,
based on small contracts, and not large deals.
The extent of outsourcing of IT functions is low
in this sector, and is limited to specific areas.

The organized segment of retail has been grow–
ing at a CAGR of 29 percent, more than double
the 12 percent12 rate of growth for the overall
industry. Going forward, organized retail would
increase its market share, driven by a host of
factors—rising income levels, favorable demo–
graphics, increasing urbanization and nuclear–
ization of families, penetration of plastic mon–
ey, and rising rural consumption.

Business trends driving IT adoption
and key areas of opportunity
Proliferation of digital media: The focus on
greater use of digital media will continue to be
an important trend in this industry. Digitiza–
tion of content, as well as delivery of digital
content, will remain a focus area for business–
es, with IT playing the role of a major enabler.
This is also paving the way for new services
like pay–per–view and video–on–demand. The
role of social media is also set to rise, with it
developing into an important channel for mar–
keting as well as content delivery.
Need to increase ARPUs: Advertising is the
largest source of revenue for the industry to–
day. As competition increases, it will be criti–
cal for companies to boost per–user reve–
nue—either through existing means or from
alternate sources. Content sales on social me–
dia and on mobiles could emerge as alterna–
tives, which will require greater use of IT.
Market research for better planning: Better market
research and analytics are increasingly becom–
ing important for content creators, who need to
get a pulse of what viewers want. These aspects
are also vital for better planning of advertise–
ment positioning by marketers and hence in–
creasing revenue realization from the same.
Thus, the requirement for better consumer ana–
lytics and more robust business intelligence is
expected to increase, giving rise to opportunities
in development of innovative applications.

Industry Deep Dive: Retail
Retail sector: An overview
India is the world’s fourth–largest economy
in terms of purchasing power parity, and re–
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Some of the key trends that will shape orga–
nized retail in India are:
Foreign Direct Investment: With the Govern–
ment allowing up to 100 percent FDI in sin–
gle–brand retailing and 51 percent in multi–
brand, international retailers will enter /
expand their presence in India to grab a piece
of the fast–growing local market.
Expansion of organized retail in tier 2 / 3 cities:
Increasing real estate prices in tier 1 cities,
lesser competition, and affordable rents
would drive retailers to expand their foot–
print in tier 2 / 3 cities.
Online retail: Increasing Internet penetration,
improved payment solutions, a growing base
of web–friendly customers, and PE / VC–
backed E–commerce start–ups would lead to
rapid growth of the online retail format in In–
dia.
Luxury market: Higher disposable incomes
and rise in the number of HNIs will increase
the demand for luxury products in India.
Business trends driving IT adoption
and key areas of opportunity
To support their fast growth, organized retail–
ers will have to invest significantly in devel–
oping their IT systems to make their opera–
tions efficient, cost–effective and scalable.
Some of the areas where IT will play an im–
portant role in organized retail are:

Customer interface: Retailers will increase in–
vestments in their IT systems to develop so–
lutions that can enable them to provide
best–in–class services to customers. Data
analytics and customer relationship man–
agement are key IT capabilities that will be
targeted by retailers. Applications for stor–
age and analysis of data will be demanded
by retailers. Companies will also seek to
identify key factors driving customer deci–
sion making and predict future customer
mentality, and therefore, will require solu–
tions for the same.
Back–end processes: Organized retail demands
very robust and stable back–end systems to
ensure that the right products are available at

the right time and at the right place. IT
spends of retailers would be focused on de–
veloping solutions to improve productivity,
and managing their operations in an efficient
and cost–effective manner.

••

Supply chain management: Facilitates
organized and efficient processes for
procurement of raw materials

••

Inventory management: Helps maintain a
defined process of procurement and
reduction of stock–outs

••

Warehouse management system: Enables
quick decision making on warehousing,
logistics support and transportation

Retail vertical: deep dive

Sectoral overview

Current IT
adoption

••

Indian retail sector growing at 12 percent, organized
retail growing at 25 percent

••

Three types of retail stores: single–brand, multi–brand,
and e–commerce stores

••
••

INR 6,600 crores estimated to be spent on IT by retailers

••

Organized segment using IT across the value chain

Current adoption low as largely used by the relatively
small organized segment

Business trends driving IT
adoption

••

Higher investments, particularly
FDI and consequent moderniza–
tion will lead to overhaul of the
IT systems

••

Current players will also
continue to better their services
by investing in various areas like

ǟǟ
ǟǟ
ǟǟ
••

Customer interface
Supply chain management
Performance management

Key areas of opportunity

••

Tools and dashboards for better
CRM, retail point of sales,
supply chain management,
warehouse management,
inventory management and
performance management

••

Emerging technologies like
cloud and analytics

••

Solutions catering to the needs
of online retail

Growth in online retail for
which IT is the backbone
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Business management: IT will play a key role in
strategic decision making by providing retailers
with real–time information on their business per–
formance. IT–enabled solutions, such as ERP,
performance management systems and business
intelligence, would allow retailers to accumulate
crucial data on business operations so that they
can develop insights on key performance indica–
tors—thus improving business performance,
meeting targets, and improving returns.

••

Online retail: Online retail is already a growing
phenomenon in India. The presence of more
advanced IT systems compared to brick–and–
mortar retail is the differentiating factor in on–
line retail. The growing trend of online retail,
which is attracting interest from existing retail–
ers, would drive IT investments in this space—
both from new and existing retailers, who will
seek applications and solutions to increase
their presence in the virtual market.

••

Industry Deep Dive: Insurance
Insurance sector: An overview
The insurance industry has made significant
strides in the last decade, as highlighted by
the strong growth in premiums, enhanced
reach, growth of multiple channels, product
innovation, increased competition and an en–
hanced regulatory framework.
Insurance penetration (premiums as a per–
cent of GDP) grew from 2.3 percent in 2001
to 5.2 percent in 201113. 23 life insurance and
23 non–life insurance companies have been
added since 200113. Insurance companies to–
day use five channels—direct, bancassurance,
corporate agents and brokers, dealers and
agency sale force.
LIC accounts for over 60 percent of the life
insurance market. Annualized new business
premium for life insurance firms is more than
INR 67,000 crores, while the gross written
premium for non–life insurance companies is
about INR 53,00013 crores as of March 2012.
Current IT adoption and buying behavior
Enhanced market reach
•• Web–based portals: For prospective
customers to avail of various products and
services provided by the company
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Mobile applications: To track performance
and progress of the sales force, and to
respond in a real–time manner to clients’
requirements

Enterprise applications
•• Customer Relationship Management (CRM):
To help in sales and marketing campaigns,
lead management, distribution channels
and policy administration
Business intelligence: Warehousing and
mining of large sets of data maintained by
insurers, and generating business insights
from the same

Business trends driving IT adoption
•• Cost reduction due to margin pressure:
Increasing competition, economic slow–
down and change in product structures
due to regulations have led to a decline in
margins. This, in turn, has put pressure on
all spending, forcing insurers to actively
explore ways of reducing costs. IT is one
of the levers that will help in this regard.

••

Need for better reach and better customer
service: Since this sector is highly competi–
tive, it is imperative for insurers to find
ways to increase their reach—either
through new channels or innovation in
existing ones. Multi–channel integration
can play an important role in optimizing
the use of each channel. While insurers try
to increase their reach, they are also
looking at providing customers with
efficient services.

Key areas of opportunity
Based on the trends and challenges faced by
the insurance industry, the use of IT is ex–
pected to increase. Following are some of the
solutions that are likely to see an increasing
adoption:

••

Cloud computing: Use of cloud for various
applications, BI analytics, enterprise
content management and different
back–office activities to result in reduced
costs, and hence higher margins

••

Web 2.0: Applications and social network–
ing tools to boost market penetration, by
driving operating expenses downward

Insurance vertical: deep dive

Sectoral overview

Current IT
adoption

••

Indian insurance sector to grow at 20 percent for the next
decade

••

Penetration has increased from 2.3 percent in 2001 to 5.2
percent in 2011(premium as percentage of GDP)

••

Five distinct channels— direct, bancassurance, corporate
agents and brokers, dealers and agency sale force.

••

Focused on increasing penetration—web–based portals
and mobile applications

••

Various enterprise applications like CRM and business
intelligence tools

Business trends driving IT
adoption

••

••

••

Key areas of opportunity

Cost reduction due to margin
pressure arising from increasing
competition, slowdown in the
economy and change in product
structure

••

Cloud–based services to reduce
costs

••

Need for better reach and better
customer service; multi–channel
integration optimization will
become important

Web 2.0 to improve customer
services and increase customer
reach

••

Integration of various platforms
to provide seamless services
through service oriented
architecture

Service oriented architecture: Integration of
all existing applications and functions to
provide consolidated access to the prevail–
ing IT infrastructure

Industry Deep Dive: Healthcare
Healthcare industry: An overview
The healthcare services market in India is
estimated to be about INR 300,000 crores14.
While the reach of the Government–man–
aged public healthcare network is higher,
private institutions have a larger share (ap–
proximately 60 percent)15 in terms of the to–
tal number of institutions. The public health–
care system mainly consists of district
hospitals, Primary Health Centers (PHCs)
and Community Health Centers (CHCs). The
private sector is a mix of specialty hospitals,
national chains, independent hospitals and

small clinics / nursing homes. Corporate
chains today account for only about 10 per–
cent15 of total private–sector beds. Going for–
ward, it is expected that almost all the capac–
ity addition will come from the private
sector, with corporate chains increasing their
market share.
Current IT adoption and buying behavior
IT can be used by healthcare providers to
both manage their processes better, and im–
prove customer experience. IT systems can
be used across the healthcare value chain to
augment the quality of service and its effi–
ciency. Some of the major areas of use are as
follows:
Patient management: This includes self–ser–
vice kiosks at hospitals, registration schedul–
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ing, CRM, patient portals, billing, pharmacy
management and call centers to provide fur–
ther support.
Clinical layer: Various systems and applica–
tions that support the clinical layer of a hos–
pital, including disease management, PACS
(Picture Archiving and Communication Sys–
tem), electronic medical records, and claims
management.
Performance management layer: To enhance
business performance, knowledge system,
business intelligence tools, as well as execu–
tive dashboard linked to BI tools.
Infrastructure layer: In addition to the various
applications mentioned above, the other im–
portant aspect of IT is the infrastructure—

networking, WAN, storage systems, security
systems and mobility–based systems.
The penetration of IT in the healthcare has
historically been low in India, given the domi–
nation of the Government and small private
hospitals / clinics—both of whom have not
used IT in a substantial and sophisticated
manner. However, with an increase in the
number of private players, hospitals, hospital
chains, as well as specialty clinics, have be–
come more amenable to using IT systems.
The level of IT adoption and buying behavior
is also a function of the type of healthcare
provider:
Small city hospitals: The use of IT here is con–
fined to computerization of basic processes

Healthcare vertical: deep dive

Sectoral overview

Current IT
adoption

••

Healthcare spends expected to grow significantly as
private participation rises

••

Economy, consumers, and Government impetus to drive
spends in healthcare

••

Significant differences in IT adoption across hospitals—
larger and / or privately owned hospitals spend more on
IT

••

Most hospitals investing largely in hardware, expected to
move towards software

Business trends driving IT
adoption

••

••

Increase in private sector
participation leading to setting
up of new hospitals, hospital
chains and multi–specialty
clinics which will use more IT
than the older hospitals
Need to improve processes,
increase efficiency as well as
improve customer service
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Key areas of opportunity

••

Business platforms:
Virtualization, PACS, Patient
management, ERP / CRM, BI

••

Emerging opportunities:
Electronic health records,
telemedicine, e–Prescription
and in the longer term things
like Hospital Information
Exchange (HIE) will become
important

such as patient registration and billing, with
limited use of value–add applications. Most of
their purchasing is done from local vendors.
Large city hospitals: Most of the larger hospi–
tals have implemented HMIS (Hospital Man–
agement Information System) and basic ap–
plications to support their functioning. Many
of them have made significant investments in
hardware, and typically use annual mainte–
nance contracts for the same.
Large chains / specialty hospitals: The use of IT
is the most extensive in this group, given the
higher level of sophistication and dependence
on technology. In addition to HMIS, they also
have CRM and patient management systems
in place. The use of custom applications for
specific purposes is becoming increasingly
common. Hardware support is mostly out–
sourced, and some large chains are also mov–
ing toward FMS and IMS for infrastructure,
help–desks and data centers.
Business trends driving IT adoption
Increase in private sector participation: Spend–
ing on IT will come from both, existing pri–
vate hospitals, as well as new private hospi–
tals and clinics. The private sector, which is
more open to adopting IT systems, will ac–
count for most of the capacity addition. The
need for more IT–enabled hospitals will grow
with rising competition, as the focus on effi–
ciency and better service increases. This, in
turn, will drive investments in IT infrastruc–
ture and business platforms like HMIS, pa–
tient management and CRM.
Key areas of opportunity
In addition, there are some emerging oppor–
tunities in this sector that will require exten–
sive use of IT.

Telemedicine: The idea of providing basic
healthcare to distant patients though the use
of the mobile and Internet is gaining traction
in India. It is a big opportunity, given that a
large section of the country is underserved
and has no access to specialty healthcare in
particular.
Electronic medical records: Digitization of medi–
cal records and availability of patients’ health
records on an electronic media will help pre–
serve patient history, and make the informa–
tion easily available to different sets of doc–
tors, if needed.
E–prescription: Computer–based generation,
transmission and filling of medical prescrip–
tions will make sharing of the same easier,
and eliminate the problem of illegibility.
The next level of IT adoption will come in areas
like the Health Information Exchange that will
help in the electronic mobilization of health–
care information across different organizations.

Note:
1. CII–BCG IT End User Survey 2013.
2. Economic Survey 2010–11.
3. Indian Banking Association.
4. Reserve Bank of India.
5. Telecom Regulatory Authority of India.
6. World Bank.
7. Central Statistical Organization.
8. SME Development Chamber of India.
9. FICCI–KPMG report, “Digital Dawn.”
10. FICCI.
11. IRIS.
12. BCG Report, “Building a New India.”
13. Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority.
14. Research on India Report, “Hospital Market in
India—March 2012.”
15. BCG analysis
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IT supplier perspective

Global Success of Indian IT
Providers

Domestic Opportunity for Indian
IT Providers

The Indian IT industry has pioneered the out–
sourcing model, with large domestic players
having built strong IT capabilities in the last
decade. India continues to dominate the IT–
BPO sourcing space with a 58 percent market
share of the global IT industry in 2011, up from
51 percent share in 20091.

The combined IT spend by Indian businesses,
though small in size currently, is growing at a
faster rate than the corresponding figure for
their counterparts in developed countries who
are being targeted by providers today. Given
that most Indian companies have started from a
low level of IT adoption, they need to use IT to
change the way they function. Companies are
looking to modify or replace legacy systems,
standardize IT platforms and applications across
the organization and adopt technology that can
create significant value for the business. With
their labour cost not being relevant for the do–
mestic market, Indian IT providers now have
the opportunity to play primarily in value–add–
ed areas by serving as optimization agents and
transformation partners and deliver value
through process improvements and technology–
led transformations (as shown in Exhibit 3.1).

Indian IT providers today boast of a marquee
client base globally, having worked with a large
number of Fortune 500 companies across dif–
ferent sectors. They have been involved in im–
portant projects involving transformation of
businesses, implementation of critical Govern–
ment services, and adoption of emerging dis–
ruptive technologies for clients worldwide.
Indian providers have moved up the value
chain, from being merely low–cost developers
to providing comprehensive products, solutions
and platforms suited to the needs across multi–
ple industry sectors. The large players have
also been investing in building their capabili–
ties in emerging technologies such as big data,
cloud and mobility, and now stand at the cut–
ting edge of these disruptive technologies. Plus,
IT companies have been investing capital to
grow their portfolios—both organically and
through acquisitions. As a result, Indian IT pro–
viders now dominate the global IT landscape
and are continuing to consolidate their leader–
ship position across geographies.
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Capabilities built by IT providers in India can
be used to create a global advantage. Products
and solutions built specifically for the Indian
market could be applicable in other countries,
particularly the emerging economies which
typically would have similar IT needs and price
points. Transformative projects undertaken in
India can also help build credentials for the
global markets. Similarly, IT firms can learn
from leaner delivery mechanisms developed
for domestic clients and use them in global en–
gagements.

Exhibit 3.1 | There is an opportunity for providers to play more value–adding role as optimization
and transformation agents

Transformation
Increasing value and impact

partners

Strategic value
ǣ Enabling technology transformations through framework–led
approaches (for example, application rationalization) or
tool–led approaches

Optimization
agents

Process value
ǣ Improved business processes
ǣ Enhanced effectiveness, improved compliance

Price based

Cost value
ǣ Direct cost savings through lower cost per FTE

vendors

Indian IT providers can accrue synergy bene–
fits by having a common delivery infrastruc–
ture for their local and global operations. The
nature of work done for clients in India and
abroad might be different, but is based on the
same set of underlying systems and processes.
Hence, there will be scope to benefit from
these synergies. Using a common delivery plat–
form could be a potential way to realize these
benefits. Common systems and infrastructure
can help in reducing the resource base, and in–
creasing the capacity utilization.

Challenges Faced by IT Providers
in the Domestic IT Market

Matching the low prices that the end
customers want is a major challenge
Players have found the Indian market to be less
attractive due to the cost sensitive nature of local
clients leading to lower price points. This trans–
lates to a lower margin in the domestic market
which poses multiple challenges to companies as
they increase focus on the domestic market.
IT capabilities and processes of Indian
clients typically not evolved
Many Indian companies do not have well–es–
tablished systems and processes in place to
properly engage with IT vendors, starting from
project scoping to coordination of actual imple–

mentation. In many cases, this arises from their
lack of experience in working with external
vendors, leading to multiple challenges:

••

Basic delivery is adversely impacted,
leading to significant delays and cost
overruns, due to a lack of effective coordi–
nation and vendor management capabili–
ties in the end users

••

“Scope creep”—frequent changes in project
scope are observed due to a lack of proper
understanding of IT needs and absence of
complete alignment between the IT
vendors and the end users

••

Actual usage of many solutions in enter–
prises remains low despite implementation
of the same due to their low internal
capabilities to manage IT

Another major drawback with many Indian cli–
ents—Government–related entities, in particu–
lar, is the delayed decision making due to com–
plex processes and / or lack of an incentive
system to speed it up.
The lower level of IT adoption among Indian
businesses makes it imperative for the provid–
ers to be more proactive, and help their cli–
ents understand and develop their IT systems,
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necessitating a higher level of interaction with
clients and a stronger account management
capability.
Providers are being forced to enhance
capabilities required to meet domestic
market demands for integrated, low
cost technology solutions
Historically, there used to be few integrated, out–
sourcing contracts in the Indian market. But the
number of such deals has been rising recently as
Indian businesses increasingly seek strategic tech–
nology partners who can provide comprehensive,
innovative and low–cost solutions. Exhibit 3.2 il–
lustrates the fact that the market, over the years,
has shifted in favor of integrated deals2.
The IT divisions of many organizations are
exploring the possibility of consolidating their
vendor base, and therefore, prefer fewer
vendors with end–to–end capabilities. Firms
find it easier to have a vendor who has the
ability to develop and deploy applications,
integrate it with existing systems, and manage
the accompanying infrastructure. Progressive
enterprises in the future would not only
demand complete integrated solutions but

also want these solutions to be based on open
standards to increase flexibility.

Strategies Employed by IT
Providers for Domestic IT Market

Selecting the target market based on
internal capabilities
Providers are formulating different market po–
sitioning strategies, based on their inherent ca–
pabilities and existing relationships. This is re–
flected in the mix of service lines and verticals
they are targeting. While some players may
adopt a niche service line focus, others may
have a more sector focused strategy spread
across multiple service lines or may be spread
across sectors and service lines.
For players who have not focused on the do–
mestic market, breaking into some of the larger
and well–penetrated verticals is challenging. At
the same time, smaller but fast–growing and
easier–to–win opportunities will exist in
emerging verticals like retail or healthcare,
which providers are now looking at more keen–
ly. There are emerging opportunities for great–
er IT adoption in these sectors—organized re–

Exhibit 3.2 | Nature of IT deals is shifting from being only application or infrastructure based to more
integrated deals

Percentage of deal TCVs

Split for deal TCVs for new deals being signed every year
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Source: Everest deal database; BCG analysis.
© Everest Global, Inc. 2012–2013. All Rights Reserved.
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tail is on the rise, private players have forayed
into healthcare, and utilities are looking at
smart metering to enhance their performance.
Developing capabilities suited to
Indian context
Providers are investing in understanding the
vertical–specific business needs, based on the
Indian context. They see the need to develop
end–to–end solutions to be able to focus on the
larger IT deals that are expected to rise in India.
Adoption of disruptive technologies is growing
as well. Indian providers have already started
providing emerging technologies like cloud and
mobility in India. For example, a major provider
integrated its aggregation platform with the net–
work system of a major telecom player, enabling
the latter to provide cloud–based SaaS and IaaS
to its small and large enterprise clients on a
pay–per–use model. Solutions such as ERP, ac–
counting packages, storage services, as well as
other applications will also be provided as SaaS
to SMEs from this cloud platform.
HCL Infosystems, for example, worked with a
prominent hospital chain to develop and de–
ploy low cost Hospital Information System
(HIS), using cloud–based solutions.

Microsoft, similarly, provided its web develop–
ment platform to a leading communication
group to develop an innovative rural market–
ing software.
Developing the right partnership
In order to expand their domestic footprint,
Indian IT providers are leveraging their glob–
al expertise to forge key partnerships. To en–
able quick delivery and implementation, they
have forged tie–ups with Indipendent Soft–
ware Vendors (ISVs), gaining access to appli–
cations like domain–specific solutions or
tools for emerging technologies like cloud
that they might not have. Providers, for exam–
ple, have entered into alliances with ISVs pro–
viding core banking solutions to be able to
target banking IT contracts. Leading IT pro–
viders are also effectively using contracted
franchisees to expand their delivery reach be–
yond the metros and tier 1 cities, and reduce
delivery costs.
Applying cost levers
IT providers in India are pulling multiple le–
vers to reduce costs, and adopting a lean ap–
proach to delivery. Rebalancing their delivery
models by shifting the cost balance toward ju–

Case study: Cloud to improve patient care
A multi–specialty hospital chain was looking
to deploy a scalable Healthcare Information
System (HIS) for their hospitals that would
increase efficiency across its network, but
entail lower capital expenditure than
standard solutions.
HCL offered and deployed cloud across 22 of
the client’s hospitals. The portfolio of
solutions included:

••

IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service): IT
infrastructure solution was provided to
the client on cloud, based on their choice
of configuration and operating system

••

EmaaS (E–mail as a Service) which has
the mailing platform on the cloud model

••

BaaS (Backup as a Service) for the

clients’ application suite on cloud and
database server
The client has benefited by putting the
entire HIS and ERP on cloud

••

40 percent reduction in capital and
operating expenditure

••

Scalable infrastructure; upgrade possible
easily, saving time and money

••

Easier monitoring and control

••

Ability to create a centralized database
with single–point access to patient
registration, demographics and medical
records, leading to improved operational
efficiency

Source: HCL Infosystems.
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Case study: Rural marketing software using MS
offerings
Linterland is the specialist rural marketing
and communication division of Lowe Lintas
& Partners, one of India’s largest and
well–known communication groups. Its main
objective is to help marketers gain a thorough understanding of rural markets,
thereby enabling optimal and effective
marketing, communication, and activation
strategies for brands to connect with their
target audiences.
While rural markets have stepped up on the
priority of companies, they face challenges
while marketing in this segment—geographical spread making reach difficult, vernacular
and cultural heterogeneity and difference in
decision–making process.
With the aim to revolutionalize rural marketing, Linterland decided to create Linscan, a
tool for rural marketing—planning, logistics,
information gathering and implementation
with a knowledge based intelligence system.
The tool is available on both internet and
mobile platforms. Linterland chose to work

nior resources is helping many providers cut
expenses. Vendors are also increasingly set–
ting up delivery centers in tier 2 / 3 cities
where they gain from both a reduced labor
cost, as well as cheaper infrastructure. Many
BPOs have already come up in smaller cities
like Karnal, Belgaum and Vizag, while a num–
ber of IT providers are setting up remote sup–
port centers in tier 2 / 3 cities.
A large portion of the expenses for IT provid–
ers is the training cost incurred on up skilling
the resources. IT providers are, therefore, focus–
ing on trainings to up–skill resources at a faster
pace, meeting skill requirements from business–
es more cost–effectively. Leading providers
have partnered with universities like BITS Pi–
lani and Vellore Institute of Technology to pro–
vide customized training that helps swift on–
boarding of resources. Examples of such
programmes range from 6 month courses for
mathematics and science graduates to four
year MS programmes designed for graduates.
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with Microsoft Gold Certified Partner,
Prosares Solutions. The decision was made
to build the solution using the Microsoft
Silverlight 4.0 web development platform for
rich and interactive presentation and also
because it protects on–screen content.
The benefits of the tool include:

••

Accountability for rural marketing
campaigns and analysis of the right
media for cost–effective campaigns

••

Security of proprietary information

••

Scalability to accommodate growth

••

More effective market prioritization
through qualitative and quantitative
analysis

••

Effective execution with reduction of
logistics costs
Source: Microsoft.

Higher upfront investment ensures lesser
spend on a recurring basis on trainings, still
getting a better quality bench.
Additionally, providers are deploying contracted
workforce to increase their reach beyond the
metros and tier 1 cities, and reduce delivery
costs by achieving a variable labor cost base.
This approach also ensures an alternate re–
source pool that can be absorbed into the nor–
mal payrolls, if needed, and provides significant
utilization benefit by reducing bench costs.
Setting up dedicated account /
domestic sales teams
IT providers need to work closely with their Indi–
an clients to understand their IT needs and
translate into solutions. This requires a high level
of interaction between the providers and end us–
ers. To target and service clients in the domestic
market, providers are building dedicated sales
force. Many Indian providers are leveraging their
global capabilities to build local sales teams.

Adopting innovative commercial models
As the market becomes more competitive and
clients’ needs mature, pricing models are
changing. While the market has seen a shift
from “time and material” contracts to fixed–
price contracts, there have been a few out–
come–based arrangements as well in recent
years. As companies increasingly view IT pro–
viders as strategic business partners, they are
looking for vendors with the ability to share
business risk with them—a trend already vis–
ible in the telecom IT outsourcing deals. As a
result, IT providers are adopting innovative
pricing models, demonstrating a willingness to
absorb upfront investments in IT and build
them as a service to pay back in later phases of
the contract. The Passport Seva project under–
taken by TCS, is an illustration of innovative
business models being used by the industry.

Indian IT providers have achieved a lot global–
ly, but are yet to replicate that success in their
own backyard. While some steps have already
been taken in that direction, a lot still remains
to be done. This is apparent from the IT adop–
tion trends emerging in the industry today.
Many sectors like manufacturing and utilities
are still lagging in their use of IT. Several com–
panies continue to be reluctant to outsource
many of their IT processes. The real success for
Indian providers will come when they are able
to catalyze the adoption of IT across industries,
and bring Indian companies at par with their
global clients in technology adoption.

Note:
1. Nasscom Strategic Review—2012.
2. Everest Group deals database.

Case study: Passport Seva Kendra
The Passport Seva Project (PSP) was
initiated with the aim of transforming
passport services in India. The existing
system was ill–equipped to meet the
increasing needs, and had limited reach
and a long waiting period.
The Ministry of External Affairs (MEA)
selected TCS as a partner for this project,
with the IT major handling all but the
sovereign activities. Key features of this
project plan were:

Innovative business model

••

The PSP is a PPP model, with TCS as a
provider of a whole range of activities,
both technical and operational

••

The project has been implemented
under the Build–Operate–Own–Transfer (BOOT) framework. All capital
expenditure has been done by the
vendor, and returns come from the fee
earned on the processing of each
passport application

••

Multiple SLAs have been built into the
system, measuring environmental
parameters, customer relations,

external and internal efficiencies, as
well as external, internal and technical
effectiveness

Process reengineering

••

Re–engineering of the complete
passport issuance mechanism and
related processes in order to bring in
standardization, greater transparency,
accountability and ease of use to all
stakeholders

••

Key aspects of the service transformation included network expansion (77
Passport Seva Kendras), online application and access, state–of–the–art–infrastructure (digitization of records, use of
biometrics), improved amenities,
multi–lingual call centers in 17 languages, and seamless integration of the
processes with the Police and India
Post

The PPP model has been successfully
implemented, and the project has a high
citizen satisfaction index of 99.5 percent.

Source: TCS.
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Role of Government

Role of the Government in the
Domestic IT Market
The Government, both at the centre and the
states, has a big influence on the IT adoption
in the country. As buyers of IT, Governments
and Government bodies are one of the larg–
est spenders on IT hardware, software and
services. Government also plays an important
role as a facilitator for the IT industry
through incentives and regulations which cre–
ate an enabling environment.

Current Status of IT Spends by
the Indian Government

In 2012, IT spends as a percentage of GDP for
Indian Government was significantly lower
than respective Governments for developed
economies (as shown in Exhibit 4.1). The
United States Government’s IT spends per
person was over 1351 times that of the Indian
Government. Further, Indian Government’s
IT spending per capita is much lower in sec–
tors like healthcare, transport and education.
Several areas which have not received ade–
quate IT focus in the past can be completely
transformed by increasing IT adoption.
The focus of IT for the Government, hitherto,
has been on setting up the basic infrastructure
like computerization of departments, digitiza–
tion of records and network connectivity be–
tween departments and districts. As a result, the
Government has been a large buyer for hard–
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ware and related services, such as hardware sup–
port and system integration. Given the infra–
structure is already in place across most large
Government processes, the next big thrust area
should be to provide better citizen services.

Citizen Services: Current Status,
Further Potential and Challenges

The Government, in its role as an administra–
tor, is responsible for providing a host of ser–
vices to its citizens (as shown in Exhibit 4.2).
In most countries this is done through the
multiple levels of Government—National,
State and Local. In many instances, these ser–
vices are delivered directly by the Govern–
ment or in partnership with third–parties
such as NGOs and community organizations.
The services are targeted towards fulfilling all
basic necessities of the citizens like health, ed–
ucation, employment and enabling services
like taxation and immigration. These services
are provided using multiple channels, creating
many different touch points with the citizens.
Application of IT to citizen services has trans–
formed the way these services are provided.
Continual technology innovation is leading to
the creation of new service delivery models
by bringing more services into the ambit of
IT enablement.
The Indian Government has been aggressive
with IT investments in massive e–gover–

Exhibit 4.1 | Indian Government spends significantly lesser in IT as compared to most of the developed economies
Government spend on IT as
a percentage of GDP, in %

IT spend per capita, in US$
545
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0
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IT spend per capita in select sectors, in US$
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Sources: Forecast: Enterprise IT Spending by Vertical Industry Market, Worldwide, 2009–2015, 2Q 2011 Update report by Gartner; Agency FY 2013 US Federal
IT budgets, reported February 2012, Public Sector IT Opportunity , India–June 2010 by Springboard Research, BCG analysis.

nance projects; there are plans to invest a to–
tal INR 34,000 crore2 over the next five years
to provide better citizen services. At the
heart of e–governance in India is the Nation–
al e–Governance Project (NeGP) that in–
cludes, in addition to IT infrastructure proj–
ects, 27 Mission Mode Projects (MMPs)
encompassing 10 Central MMPs, 10 State
MMPs and seven Integrated MMPs. An MMP
is an individual project that focuses on one
aspect of electronic governance, such as
banking, land records or commercial taxes
etc. “Mission mode” implies that projects
have clearly defined objectives, scopes, im–
plementation timelines and milestones, as
well as measurable outcomes and service
levels. In addition to these MMPs, the Gov–
ernment has also come up with various pro–

grammes and schemes to increase the use of
IT in critical areas of nation–building like
education and healthcare. Two of the
MMPs—the UID project and Tax, as well as
the steps taken in the field of Education, has
been explored in this report.
The Unique Identification project
In 2009, the Government of India constitut–
ed the UIDAI to issue Unique Identification
Number (UID), called Aadhaar, based on bi–
ometric de–duplication to every resident of
the country. This number is stored in a cen–
tralized database and linked to the basic de–
mographics and biometric information of
each person. The project aims to do away
with the problem of fake and duplicate re–
cords of people both in Government records
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Exhibit 4.2 | Service delivery is public ‘face’ of Government

Most countries
have multiple
levels of
government…

…deliver a huge
range of services
to citizens…
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range of channels
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Aged care &
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Human
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revenue
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Personal
documents

Customs

Public
insurance

Service centre

Phone

Online

and outside using the unique number linked
to the biometrics of each person. Over 25
crores3 Aadhaar numbers have been issued
in a short period of time since its launch on
September 29, 2010. It is expected that UID–
AI will roll out 60 crores Aadhaar numbers
in a phased manner, the largest of its kind
anywhere in the world.
The Aadhaar database is hosted on a Cen–
tral ID repository called CIDR powered by
data centres. Important applications that
have been developed and deployed include
those for enrolment, authentication and
fraud detection. The UIDAI has set up an on–
line authentication system that can be used
to verify anyone through their Aadhaar
number and demographic or biometric in–
formation.
The project can have multiple benefits once
the enrolments reach a critical number4.
Increase Effectiveness of Social Welfare
Delivery
Aadhaar can be linked to distribution of
cooking gas and foodgrain as well as cash
transfers. The Government will be able to
eliminate ghost beneficiaries thus reducing
leakages, check misreporting and reduce un–
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Mail

Other

derpayment. Large–scale financial inclusion,
that Aadhar will promote, can pave the way
for Electronic Benefit Transfers (EBTs) of
welfare funds to residents. Aadhaar will also
ensure easy mobility to beneficiaries as their
Aadhaar card would be valid all over India.
Financial Inclusion
For financial institutions, the cost of customer
acquisition would be significantly reduced, as
resident with a UID would require no further
identification to get a bank account. At the
same time, cash handling and transaction
costs will decrease as electronic transfers at
the last mile will become easier. Thus, the
project will bring financial access and afford–
ability to millions of residents who are pres–
ently excluded from formal financial systems.
Payments and remittances will become cash–
less hence cheaper and less–risky.
Healthcare Services
Use of Aadhaar in healthcare services can
catalyze the formation of a national data–
base that captures health related informa–
tion of the citizens. This can be achieved by
linking the Aadhaar number to an individu–
al’s health records. This can provide multiple
benefits—better medical care due to avail–
ability of medical records, and a tool for dis–

ease surveillance, national health monitor–
ing and monitoring service level of the
public healthcare system.
Education and Skills Platform
Like healthcare, there are other areas like la–
bour and skill management database where
Aadhaar will be helpful. An ‘Electronic Edu–
cation Record’ of citizens can be made which
can be leveraged in post–education employ–
ment opportunities. By requiring schools to
register for Aadhar numbers, records can also
help the Government enhance service provi–
sion and monitor Government schemes.
Better Management of Agri–supply Chain
Greater efficiency in management of supply
chains is possible at different levels—better
tracking of suppliers and their produce, great–
er insight on agri–production across the coun–
try and cashless payment to producers.
Benefits for Businesses
There are many ways in which enterprises
can benefit:

••

Companies that require customer verifica–
tion or KYC documentation could authen–
ticate using Aadhaar. This will make the
process of verification paperless, faster
and hence cheaper. Telecom and credit
card companies are two industries that
could benefit from this model

••

E–commerce and m–commerce compa–
nies could use Aadhar authentication
system to eliminate fake orders and also
enhance rural distribution

••

New revenue streams are possible for
small retailers by equipping them with
Aadhaar–enabled terminals that could be
used for telecom KYC or as a micro–ATM

Education
The Government has leveraged IT extensive–
ly to tackle the education problem in India.
Given the geographical expanse of India and
an inadequate educational infrastructure,
the Government aims to bridge the gap us–
ing IT. It is being leveraged not only for K–12
education, but also for higher education as
well as vocational training. Several pro–
grammes and policies have been formulated

to increase adoption of IT in different seg–
ments of education.
ICT in Schools Scheme5:
This scheme was launched in 2004 with an
aim to facilitate basic IT skills amongst
school–going children and ICT as an aid for
education in Government–aided schools. The
scheme provided support for procurement of
various devices and IT infrastructure—pe–
ripherals, software, and network equipment.
Under this, ‘SMART’ classes in Government–
run Kendriya Vidyalayas and Navodaya Vidy–
alayas have been set up. About INR 320
crores were released for this between 2005
and 2008.
EDUSAT5
This is a dedicated educational satellite
launched in 2004 by ISRO with an aim to pro–
mote interactive satellite–based distance edu–
cation. Some of the projects that it is support–
ing include:

••

The ‘Virtual Classroom Technology on
EDUSAT for Rural Schools’ (VICTERS)
programme uses the satellite for training
teachers, providing high–speed net
connectivity to schools, and for imple–
menting learning management solutions

••

The ‘Rajiv Gandhi Project for EDUSAT
Supported Elementary Education’ (RG–
PEEE), a collaborative project of Indira
Gandhi National Open University (IG–
NOU), Ministry of Human Resource Devel–
opment (MHRD), and ISRO, promotes the
use of EDUSAT in enabling teachers to
incorporate ICT in elementary education.
It is operational in Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Uttar Pradesh, and Bihar

••

Various universities have also been using
it to impart long–distance education

National Knowledge Network6
This ambitious project launched in 2010 with
an outlay of INR 5990 crores aims to leverage
IT to promote knowledge sharing and collab–
orative research. It envisages a high–speed
digital broadband network interconnecting
the country’s major research and educational
institutions, colleges, and universities. Till Oc–
tober 2012, more than 800 institutions had
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been connected to the network and 61 virtual
classes set up.
Sakshat Portal7
The Sakshat Portal launched by the MHRD in
2006 is a single window portal for all educa–
tion–related needs of students, teachers, and
lifelong learners. The portal envisages provid–
ing one stop solution to educational require–
ments of learners covering all fields of study
including vocational education and life skills in
the form of e–books and e–journals. Content
development for each subject was entrusted to
a Content Advisory Committee (CAC) consist–
ing of representatives from institutions like
UGC, AICTE, CBSE, IITs, IISc, IGNOU, Delhi
University, KVS, NVS, NIOS, and NCERT, as
well as prominent academicians in the field.
The Indian Government has only just begun
the journey and the scope to increase IT
adoption to provide citizen services is huge.
Among the many areas that the Government
will continue to invest and focus on, five se–
lect areas are highlighted in Exhibit 4.3.
While in some cases ‘mission–mode’ status
has been given, the criticality of these servic–
es requires continued focus.
Online Delivery Platforms
These will consolidate all relevant capabili–
ties across Government bodies to achieve the

greatest level of integration and efficiency
across processes like issuance / changes relat–
ed to identity documents (ration cards, pass–
ports, voter IDs, cards for different schemes,
banking account details), complaint registra–
tion, records and information management
on minimum standards of provisioning (water
sanitation, road safety) , online application of
licenses for new business registration etc.
Some services like application for passport
and filing of taxes have been made online
but the next step is to integrate all services
onto a common platform.
For example, recent investment in an inte–
grated portal by the Government of Denmark
is estimated to reduce long term costs and
simplify information management. Similarly,
Singapore provides 270 e–services to citizens
linked to a common authentication system,
SingPass which has led to an eight–fold in–
crease in the number of authentications from
4.5 million in 2003 to 40 million in 20108.
Transportation
There are many opportunities in the trans–
port sector where IT adoption can play an im–
portant role in providing citizen services like
integrating location–based tracking services
to manage and convey information on vehicle
breakdowns, delays and route deviations, rev–
enue management, integrated traffic–man–

Case study: Faster and smoother filling of
Income Tax
The Income Tax Department (ITD) of the
Government of India partnered with Infosys
to establish a Centralized Processing Center
(CPC) for handling Income Tax Returns
(ITRs). By December 2011, 20 million IT
returns had been processed through the
CPC. Advantages from the CPC include: 

••

Reduction in processing time of e–filed
tax returns to 67 days from 169 days in
2009–10

••

Faster refund of income tax and hence
lower interest payable, as a percentage
of refund—down from 15 percent in FY
2008–09 to 4 percent in FY 2010–11
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Infosys is also working with the ITD to
implement a comprehensive IT system that
will introduce greater efficiencies in
processing Tax Deducted at Source (TDS)
statements. Through this program, the ITD
plans to implement standardized procedures to handle errors, thus enabling
timely reporting and improved service for
deductors. When completed, the project is
expected to handle up to 300 to 400 million
transactions per year. This is a five year
project with expected transaction growth of
10 percent year on year.

Source: Infosys.

Exhibit 4.3 | Five additional areas to focus on for delivery of better citizen services through IT

5

Emergency services and urban planning
ǣ e–libraries to ensure planning,
preparedness, responding and recovery
for emergency management
ǣ Geographical Information Systems for
urban planning, tourism

4
E–health
ǣ Adopt Electronic Health Record and
other health information technology
systems to increase patient safety,
reduce health care costs

1 Online delivery platforms
ǣ Issuance / changes related to identity
documents, e–payment of utility bills,
complaint registration, new business
registration
ǣ To consolidate and integrate processes
for achieving efficiency

Better
citizen
services
through IT
adoption

2

Transportation
ǣ Consistent e–tolling & Information
management systems for traffic load,
accidents, vehicle breakdowns, vehicle
registration, challans, driving license
registration

3
E–courts
ǣ ~30 million cases pending in different
courts throughout India — e–courts for
faster disposal of cases

agement solutions, parking solutions, and
driver information management (card issu–
ance, management, challans). India is way be–
hind many of the developed countries that
have used this very effectively, and it is im–
perative for India to invest in this area.
E–courts
There are about 30 million9 cases pending in
different courts throughout India. E–courts
provide an opportunity for faster disposal of
cases. As an MMP, there is a proposal to im–
plement IT in the Indian judiciary in three
phases over a period of five years. The proj–
ect scope is to develop, deliver, install and im–
plement automated decision making and de–
cision–support system in approximately
15,000 courts across the country. Ensuring
timely and effective implementation of this
MMP is critical as the judicial system needs
urgent attention. The judicial process needs
to catch up with the service levels being de–
manded by the citizens. Recent demand for
fast–track disposal of cases on crime against
women could be met by the use of technolo–
gy in starting the process and making avail–
able legal proceedings online apart from just

policy intervention. Government should con–
tinue to invest in this space to ensure com–
plete demystification of the adjudicatory pro–
cess thereby ensuring transparency,
accountability and cost–effectiveness.
E–health
E–health is the adoption and effective use of
Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems and
other Health Information Technology (HIT)
to improve healthcare quality, increase pa–
tient safety, reduce costs, and enable individu–
als and communities to make the best possi–
ble health decisions. Across the nation,
e–health is emerging as a powerful tool to
transform the healthcare system and improve
the health of communities. The current NeGP
implemented by the Indian Government aims
to create 100,00010 Common Services Centres
to make information available on vaccination
schedules, maternity care, family planning,
ambulance services etc. across the country as
the first step. Speedy implementation is again
the key for this sector, given the lack of prop–
er healthcare infrastructure today. Also, there
is more that can be done. The Government
should take inspiration from a similar initia–
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tive launched by the Department of Health,
Minnesota which aims to establish an in–
teroperable electronic health record system
within hospital networks or clinical practice
setting by 2015.
Urban Planning and Emergency Services
The Government needs to increase the use
of Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
for urban planning, tourism and providing
need based infrastructure services. GIS can
transform the urban planning process and
we are yet to utilize its full potential. While
the Planning Commission has already consti–
tuted the National GIS Interim Core Group
to suggest ways of improving the use of GIS,
faster formulation and implementation of a
policy is needed. There also exists opportu–
nity in investing in systems that assist com–
munities with emergency services—plan–
ning, preparedness, response and recovery in
case of human caused (chemical spills, fires)
or natural emergencies (tsunami, earth–
quake).

years away and the Government needs to
keep its focus to ensure a timely delivery as
these are critical services, development of
which have for long been neglected. In the
other areas, there is a need to come up with
policies and programmes that can ensure a
faster roll–out of such services. Hence, action
will be needed both on the policy as well as
the implementation front.
Government needs to invest in its IT capabili–
ties to effectively leverage IT in citizen servic–
es in the right way and to deliver these proj–
ects on time.
Using IT for providing better citizen services
will be challenging. Trying to transform the
environment into an eco–system that is truly
integrated and citizen centric is not easy. In
reviewing the citizen services delivery net–
works of most countries today, we have found
some common challenges:

••

Health and E–courts are already MMPs but
their complete implementation is still some

Countries such as India that have a vast
geographic spread often face an issue with
equity of access in regional and rural
areas. Broadband connectivity is still an

Case study: Denmark’s ‘My Page’ Initiative for
citizens
Primary goal of “My Page” is to make it
faster and easier for citizens to become
self–served through the internet. There was
a clear need for better integration across
the Government and private sectors when
the page was set up. A 2005 survey revealed citizens wanted interactions to be
based around life situations rather than
Government organization.
This led to the design and implementation
of this initiative. Some of the key features
are:

••

An internet accessible integrated
information portal for citizens to access
information about them held by public
authorities

••

Includes data about taxes, insurance,
social security number and will expand
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to include child benefits, rental assistance etc.

••

Access is provided using authentication
of a digital signature (NemID)

••

Information and solutions divided into
“civic themes”—first available are
housing, economy, children and retirement

The initiative has been a great success. It
has provided single sign on for common
transactions and a secure document
storage for citizens. It has reduced costs for
public sector as more citizens use online
self–service (It costs up to 30 times more to
inform a change of address in person than
online).
Source: https://www.borger.dk/

issue in many places in India making the
delivery of these services to all more
challenging

••

In trying to get policies implemented
quickly and efficiently, many a times,
Governments are not able to spend
enough time planning for systems that
will be relevant for a long time. New
policies and systems are typically just
added to existing ones leading to systems
that are not rationalized. This organic
evolution creates systems that are often
optimised for ongoing operations only.
Hence, making changes to these systems
later becomes expensive and time
consuming

••

Increasingly citizens are becoming more
literate and self–sufficient—who are
capable of managing their own affairs. In
some cases, Governments may want to
impose a service delivery burden on IT
providers for policy reasons, but often,
inconvenience is baked into service
delivery because of poor design. This
happens due to the lack of information
flow between the Government, who
makes the policy, and the IT provider who
delivers the service

The Government needs to build on its inter–
nal ICT expertise to ensure better project out–
comes as insufficient internal capability cre–
ates many problems. A recent Nasscom
newsletter focusing on e–governance attri–
butes many of the project failures and chal–
lenges faced to problems in project conceptu–
alisation, scope definition, vendor selection
and poor execution due to shortcomings both
on the Government and the implementing
vendor’s side11. A strong IT organisation with
well–defined processes will help solve many
of the problems.
Maintaining sufficient IT skills in Government
can be challenging, given broad diversity of
functions and departments. Adopting common
frameworks and tools, and sharing best prac–
tices are typically of value in a wide range of
Government contexts. Developing centres of
excellence through recruitment of qualified
talent is critical to lift the level of critical inter–
nal expertise (as shown in Exhibit 4.4).

There is a need for greater project manage–
ment oversight by internal skilled IT experts
and scrutiny in IT project management. Lift–
ing process maturity across the Government
is typically of great value, but there is merit in
also adding some oversight through project
status reporting and setting maximum project
size limits. Many countries face pressure to
increase efficiency and effectiveness of IT
spend given tight fiscal environments. In–
creasing scrutiny and transparency of IT
spend across departments through bench–
marking is a critical enabler to drive efficien–
cies, inform Government’s IT investment de–
cisions and ability to track performance over
time. An example from The United States is
provided in the case study12.

Role of IT in Improving Process
Efficiency across Government
Undertakings

Many Government projects face time and
budget overruns given the complex and long–
drawn nature of the decision processes in–
volving multiple stakeholders. IT can help
streamline processes in many ways. By bring–
ing all stakeholders together, an online pro–
cess helps in increasing efficiency, thus elimi–
nating the time spent on moving documents
from one desk to another.
E–procurement is an area where many Gov–
ernments have worked to bring about process
efficiency. While many PSUs in India are al–
ready using the electronic platform for their
purchases and reverse auctions, coordinated
procurement using standardized process
across different Government bodies is still to
be implemented. In Brazil, an online procure–
ment system is being used successfully by
over 1,000 federal Government procurement
units. Australia too has a coordinated pro–
curement system in place that has helped the
Government save millions of dollars and
made the process more efficient and faster
with better results.
Process excellence critically depends upon
the quality of the underlying technology plat–
form. Most process–related changes cannot
be implemented without the appropriate up–
grade in technology. Many PSU banks, for ex–
ample, face this issue. They are looking to en–
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Exhibit 4.4 | Opportunity to build level of skills and ICT expertise across Government
Examples from current Governments
Net value added by the centre

Centres of
excellence

Best practices
sharing

Common
frameworks and
tools
• Examples:
Skills / job
classifications,
tools, training
programs

• Examples:
collaboration
forums, transfer
of staff, training
and mentoring

• Example: Pool
of project
managers,
business
analysts with
functional
expertise or
programmers
for specific
platforms
(e.g., SAP)

Level of investment from centre

Central project management pool
(Denmark)
• Pool of project managers with central
agency (Finance) to be deployed on
WoG priority e–governments projects

Government ICT Graduate Program
(Australia)1
• One year WoG ICT graduate program
designed to recruit ICT graduates
from the public service
• Seeks to build ICT capability and
develop future leaders within
departments through comprehensive,
ongoing training

ICT workforce capability (Queensland,
Australia)2
• Aims to improve capacity, capability
and sourcing of ICT professional
resource base within departments
through the setting of common
principles and frameworks

Source: BCG analysis.
1
agimo.govspace.gov.au
2
Queensland Government ICT capability framework.

hance productivity which requires investment
in technology as they do not possess many of
the system capabilities that will help them do
so. (as shown in Exhibit 4.5)

Further Steps that will Help
Leapfrog the IT Evolution Trajectory

Although the Government has already taken
several steps to adopt IT in Government and
governance, more effort, in addition to the IT
projects, MMPs and schemes already under–
way, is needed to ensure India is able to catch
up with developed countries faster.
Investment in emerging and disruptive technologies to transform the
way the Government works
Big Data: As e–governance and other Govern–
ment projects try to digitize information, the
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biggest challenge will be managing large da–
tabases and using them effectively. This is
where big data will be critical, both in terms
of storage of the data and analysis of the
same to use it effectively. UID is one initiative
that will benefit from big data. The large vol–
ume, variety, and velocity of data brings
along many challenges that cannot be solved
by conventional technology. Similarly, big
data is relevant for the income–tax depart–
ment, which receives filings from over 30 mil–
lion tax–payers13. Storing this data and draw–
ing insights from this will be important in
improving policies around tax collections.
Cloud–based solutions: Disruptive technologies
like cloud can help increase the efficiency as
well as reduce the cost of providing services
by consolidation of infrastructure and critical
technical skills across various Government
departments. While these provide savings to

Case study: United States ICT dashboard provides
transparency by providing IT spends across all
Government departments
The Unites States is the world’s largest
Government ICT purchaser: ~US$ 100
billion annual ICT budget1 spent on over
7,000 Federal IT investments. The U.S.
Government developed an IT Dashboard
based on spend data from all of the U.S.
agencies to improve Government transparency, and foster accountability.

Project evaluations made public

The dashboard provides data in real–time
that looks at project portfolios, budget
performance, and spending over time. The
public can view project details as well as
contact those responsible for delivery. An
overview of the key features of the Government’s IT dashboard is as follows:

Efficient user interface employed

Data made public

••

Total IT spending

••

Investment count

••

IT spend by each department / agency

••

IT spend by funding sources

••

Percentage change in IT spends in each
department

••

Projects bucketed into ‘normal’, ‘needs
attention’ and ‘significant concerns’
based on cost, schedule, and investment evaluation

••

Projects eliminated or downgraded
listed separately

••

Visualization available for the data provided—both the trends and the treemap

••

Data feeds available to the public

The Federal IT dashboard allows key decision–makers to review projects in order to
identify those in trouble. For example, US$
193 million in costs were avoided by terminating the Department of Justice’s failed unified
case tracking system—the project’s price tag
had doubled since its start in 20062
National and international spend for 2012, Gartner
Forecast: Enterprise IT spending by vertical industry
market, worldwide, 2010–2016
2
Remarks by Vivek Kundra to the Office of Management
and Budget 20/09/2012
Source: Federal IT Dashboard: http://www.itdashboard.
gov/
1

all departments, small departments, that lack
scale or expertise, benefit the most.

••

••

For example, United Kingdom has invest–
ed in a single public / Government
services network on cloud using multiple
network service suppliers to provide
seamless connectivity, increased interoper–
ability and improved service assurance. It
delivered target savings of US$ 105m for
2011/12, with anticipated long term
savings of approximately US$ 800m14 a
year
Another example is that of Switzerland,
where the Government invested in shared
infrastructure services for the entire
Government end user base excluding

defence. The Government currently
operates networks (10,600 monitored LAN
components), central service desk (64,000
job tickets processed in 2008) serving over
1,900 federal Government and canton
agencies15
Mobile and Internet: Though already quite
prevalent, these are two important areas that
are helping in inclusive development. The
Government has been supporting invest–
ments in these technologies. Low–ticket bank–
ing transaction costs, through use of mobile,
have reduced significantly thus making it eas–
ier for banks to serve smaller customers. M–
governance leverages mobile technology to
provide better services to citizens convenient–
ly, and in a cost–effective way. This would,
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Exhibit 4.5 | Five key areas for productivity enhancement in banks that will require investment
in technology
Only 17% of PSU banks have the required
system capabilities

Systems capabilities required in banks

Percentage of banks with all ticks

9
9
9
ǣ

Systems that allow for customer level view across
all products

ǣ

Systems that allow for return on capital
assessment on deals with customers

ǣ

Data warehousing for risk management modelling
and customer relationship management

67
60

27

Workflow automation in HR processes

17

20

9
ǣ

80

40

9
ǣ

100

Workflow automation in retail credit process

0
Foreign

Private
(Old and New)

PSU banks

Source: BCG–FIBAC 2011 survey responses.

however, require establishing an information–
security system, as well as rebuilding and op–
timizing the administrative business process–
es to implement m–governance. The
Government should, therefore, invest in mak–
ing available m–governance services through
use of appropriate technology to ensure se–
cure and optimized processes.
Standardizing Data, Applications and
Promoting Shared Services to Drive
Synergies Across Departments
Managing data better: Government controls a
large and ever–increasing amount of data
about citizens, public services, and the world
around us. From individual tax records to
weather maps and economic statistics, the
range of Government data is diverse and the
potential uses of those data are enormous.
Government data can create value by provid–
ing better public services and improved ac–
countability, which would in turn result in
higher economic growth. These come about
through improvements to systems and pro–
cesses within a Government organization, im–
proved interactions with citizens, and im–
proved interactions between Government
organizations.
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Better public services can be achieved by us–
ing data to find efficiencies and enhance col–
laboration. Improved accountability stems
from using data to inform evidence–based de–
cisions and enhance transparency. Higher
economic growth can result when insights
about industry are used to foster efficiency in
the private sector as well as to promote equi–
table regulation.
There is no shortage of data being collected
and held by Government agencies. But the
challenge for Governments when extracting
value from data is to ensure that the data
they collect in the first place will ultimately
serve the purposes for which they were in–
tended. To do this, Government needs to de–
velop standards and protocols on how data
will be collected and analyzed and who will
have access to it.
A promising example of how one Govern–
ment is doing just that is already under way
in the U.K. It is estimated that welfare fraud
and error cost U.K. taxpayers £5.2 billion ev–
ery year, or £165 every second16. In addition
to being expensive, fraud also undermines
the public’s confidence in the welfare system.
Better use of Government data lies at the

heart of a new strategy to reduce fraud and
error by 25 percent by 2015. When it de–
signed this strategy, the U.K. Government
carefully considered the implications and lim–
itations of data sharing both between Gov–
ernment organizations and with private orga–
nizations. A clear description of the data
rights held by each party enables mutually
beneficial data sharing and collaboration to
take place while addressing questions of per–
sonal privacy.
Standardizing applications and shared services:
The applications landscape within Govern–
ment is complex, given the diversity of busi–
ness processes. But there are many common
processes and many instances of sharing infor–
mation within different Government bodies
where standardization can add value by reduc–
ing complexity, rationalizing processes and im–
proving service levels. Investing in standardiz–
ing applications across departments and
establishing an applications management
shared service that provides a single service to
multiple departments could be a potential
area of spending for the Government.
Many Governments have invested in building
shared service centers and standardizing ap–
plications across departments. For example,
the European Ministry of Defence bundled
services of four divisions. The scope included
support services like IT, real estate, medical
services, HR, transportation accounts and
training. This shared service centre has result–
ed in service improvement and savings of
over €200m17. Another example is the Canadi–
an Government’s support to take measures to
streamline and identify savings in Informa–
tion Technology (IT) through implemention
of Shared Services delivery model.

The Indian Government, although a late
adopter of IT, has come a long way. The Gov–
ernment has put policies and structure in
place to promote the use of IT in Govern–
ment. However, given the late starting point,
there are many places where greater applica–
tion of IT is needed. The Indian Government
can learn from the programmes and policies
of Governments in more developed countries.
The focus on IT will only rise as demand for
better citizen services increases. The Govern–
ment will need to work on, not only adopting
newer technologies, but also improving its in–
ternal IT capabilities and processes to man–
age such massive projects.

Note
1. Statistics from U.S. Federal IT budget, Springboard
research.
2. Nasscom Strategic Review 2012.
3. ASSOCHAM press release, 16 December 2012.
4. UIDAI website, BCG report on Aadhar.
5. ICT4E in India and South Asia, infoDev PwC
report.
6. Website of the Department of Electronics and
Information Technology.
7. Website of The Sakshat Portal.
8. Estimates from e–governance initiative, Govern–
ment of Singapore.
9. National Court Management System (NCMS),
Supreme Court, India.
10. Department of Electronics & Communication
Technology, India.
11. Nasscom newsletter on ‘Taking e–governance to
the next level’.
12. U.S. Government Federal IT Dashboard.
13. Ministry of Finance, Government of India.
14. PSN Operating Model Main Document; One Year
On: Implementing the Government ICT Strategy.
15. FITSU website.
16. Department for Work and Pensions, HM Revenue
and Customs (Government of UK) Report, “Tackling
Fraud and Error in the Benefit and Tax Credit
Systems”, October 2010.
17. Ministry of Defense website.
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IT for INDIA—
a call to action

Taking forward IT Adoption in
India
IT is increasingly becoming ubiquitous—
people, businesses, Governments, and even
machines, can communicate in a real–time
manner. IT has evolved from providing ba–
sic automation and cost efficacy to trans–
forming businesses outright. Leveraging IT
effectively can have a “leap frog” effect on

the Indian economy. However, to realize this
potential, all stakeholders will need to work
in close concert—developing plans and
strategies to leverage IT, building the re–
quired capabilities, and collaborating effec–
tively to achieve success. Here is an eight
point action plan for the end user indus–
tries, IT providers and the Government (as
shown in Exhibit 5.1).

Exhibit 5.1 | Eight point action plan for IT adoption in India
Each stakeholder needs to play a critical role
1
Plan for IT
adoption

2
Build
capabilities

5
Collaborate

End user industries
Create a clear vision for the
role of IT
• Clear target end state
with well-defined
roadmaps

Strengthen capabilities to
manage IT
• Dedicated function with
strong leadership
• Processes & systems

3

4

IT providers
Develop a differentiated
India strategy
• Develop new technologies
• Structure innovative
offerings
• Cultivate partnerships

Optimize the delivery
model for lower costs
• Lean delivery and
continuous improvements

Partner strategically to collectively transform the business
• Collaboration to identify needs and opportunities
• Joint planning and performance reviews
• Effective vendor management
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6

7

8

Government
Facilitate IT adoption
• Policies, programs
and incentives
• Supportive tax structure

Facilitate development of
quality IT workforce
• Programs, policies,
subsidies and investments

Partner with industry
• Capabilities, standards
and policies

Exhibit 5.2 | What’s most relevant for the near–term game plan?

Likely time to impact or maturity
>5 years

3–5 years

1–2 years

Potential impact

“Game-changer”
Could substantially
shift industry profit
pools and the
competitive landscape

“Material”
Could make a
significant difference in
company profitability

“Minor”
Some impact at the
margin, but not enough
to require special focus
“Focus”
Make a concerned
effort to understand
and exploit

“Explore”
Build basic
capability,
understand further

“Track”
Continue to monitor
for “surprise” upside
or downside

Source: BCG analysis.

Eight Point Action Plan for IT
Adoption in India
For end users: Develop a clear vision
for role of IT in the business model
Successful technology adopters continuously
evaluate market and technology develop–
ments to form a view on the role of technol–
ogy in delivering competitive advantage. They
clearly assess the market landscape and rec–
ognize industry change as it happens, which
could be in the form of regulatory amend–
ment, entry of new players, or shifting de–
mand–supply drivers. They combine these
market developments with their view of
emerging and available technologies, what
other industries are doing, and new / emerg–
ing vendors coming into the market to define
choices about their IT framework.
It is important for companies to set the target
end state for their IT capabilities by develop–
ing realistic multi–year road maps prioritized
for early value delivery. The plan must also

incorporate internal capability building ef–
forts for the long term, while still allowing the
company the flexibility to respond to the next
wave of technology. To understand the full
potential of technology IT and business func–
tions need to work closely. Companies must
avoid creating technology and business / op–
erations silos which can diminish their ability
to leverage IT effectively.
For end users: Strengthen capabilities
to manage IT
Successful technology adopters embed tech–
nology in their operating model by transform–
ing processes, skills, and culture. They recog–
nize that it is not simply a matter of adopting
emerging technologies, but about using expe–
rience and expertise to streamline change
and ensure that benefits of technology are
delivered as promised. Having a dedicated in–
ternal technology function, coupled with
strong, visible leadership support, are basic
requirements.
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The role of an organization’s CIO and the IT
department in general is slowly starting to
mirror that of an orchestra’s conductor. IT
needs to deliver on traditional “run–the–
business” activities such as running data cen–
ters, managing networks, and operating help
desks. Simultaneously, companies are lever–
aging external providers for many “change–
the–business” activities like software devel–
opment and use of emerging technologies.
The IT department needs to deliver on a
wide range of responsibilities—understand–
ing business needs, developing target archi–
tectures, standardizing IT, designing solu–
tions, managing a network of external
providers and monitoring the performance
of this network. IT departments need to be–
come successful orchestrators if they wish to
survive and flourish in today’s competitive
environment.

management and to track the value derived
from IT. The Innovation Value Institute (IVI)
is a global consortium of leading industry,
Government, not–for–profit, and academic
organizations, with an agenda of establishing
a gold standard for managing IT for creating
business value. IVI institute has developed an
IT Capability Maturity Framework (IT–CMF),
a state–of–the–art assessment framework de–
signed to help IT departments maximize
their contribution to business value. The IT–
CMF incorporates elements of existing IT
frameworks, such as CMMI (Capability Matu–
rity Model Integration), COBIT (Control Ob–
jectives for Information and related Technol–
ogy) and ITIL (Information Technology
Infrastructure Library), and builds on them
further. It takes a holistic approach and cov–
ers all IT activities in a single framework us–
ing a consistent methodology.

An over–arching framework is often helpful
to navigate through the complexities of IT

The framework segments a company’s IT
function into four types of macro–process–

Exhibit 5.3 | IT Capability Maturity Framework consists of 32 critical capabilities grouped into
four meta–capabilities
Managing IT like a
business

Managing the IT
budget

ITG

IT Leadership and
Governance

FF Funding and Financing

BPM

Business Process
Management

BGM Budget Management

Managing the IT
capability
EAM

Enterprise Architecture
Management

TCO Total Cost of Ownership

TIM

Technical Infrastructure
Management

BAR

PM Portfolio Management

BP Business Planning

PPP

Portfolio Planning and
Prioritisation

PAM

People Asset
Management

SP Strategic Planning

BOP

Budget Oversight and
Performance Analysis

RAM

Relationship Asset
Management

RDE

Research, Development
and Engineering

DSM

Demand and Supply
Management

CFP

Capacity Forecasting
and Planning

RM Risk Management
AA
ODP

SRP Service Provisioning
UTM

Organisation Design
and Planning

UED User Experience Design

IM Innovation Management
SAI

SD Solutions Delivery

Accounting and
Allocation

SRC Sourcing

Service Analytics and
Intelligence

PPM

User Training
Management

Program and Project
Management

SUM Supplier Management
CAM

Capability Assessment
and Management

KM Knowledge Management
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Managing IT for
business value

Benefits Assessment and
Realisation

es—managing IT like a business, managing
the IT budget, managing the IT capability,
and managing IT for business value. Each
macro–process is defined at granular levels,
and incorporates multiple processes. Overall,
the framework examines 32 such processes
(as shown in Exhibit 5.3). It can be particular–
ly useful for new CIOs seeking to understand
the strengths, weaknesses, and drivers of the
IT organization’s performance.
For managing external IT vendors, organiza–
tions need to develop capabilities similar to
traditional procurement functions—accurate
demand assessment for IT requirements, proj–
ect scoping, robust vendor selection process
and best practices in contracting. It is impor–
tant to assess the IT function’s IT sourcing ca–
pabilities and use benchmarking to continu–
ously optimize the sourcing mix and set up.
Companies need to have a system in place to
track the progress of various IT projects against
the pre–determined timelines, service levels
and other KPIs, and take appropriate actions
based on the vendor’s performance. Many IT
projects fail during the change effort required
to get end users to migrate to new systems and
processes. It is important that companies track
the benefit arising out of the projects post im–
plementation, and conduct a root cause analy–
sis if the benefits fall short of projections.
Companies need to start focusing on strategic
workforce management—taking a longer term
view on IT personnel, and actively thinking
about needs and constraints with regard to the
company’s business and IT strategies. Rigorous
workforce planning and assessment of internal
demand and gaps will ensure that required re–
sources and capabilities are in place, as and
when required. IT organization will be able to
identify the resource shifts required for new
roles, as well as the needed for IT to become a
trusted business partner.
For IT providers: Develop a
differentiated India strategy
The Indian market will be a key focus area
for any IT provider’s country portfolio mix,
given its fast growth potential and eagerness
to leverage IT. However, a simple “copy paste”
approach replicating the strategy deployed in
overseas markets will not work in India. With

profit margins not guaranteed, the IT provid–
er will have to focus more on innovative prod–
ucts and solutions to bring down the price
point. There are several aspects of the Indian
IT stack that need to be considered to effec–
tively tap into the India story (as shown in Ex–
hibit 5.4).
Develop new technologies to address unique
Indian needs
Most Indian companies today are looking to
increase the extent of IT usage in their orga–
nizations. They are willing to explore cutting
edge technology to create a competitive ad–
vantage. The challenge for IT providers is to
use innovative technology, effectively, to pro–
vide higher productivity and lower costs for
customers.
Unlike traditional projects where providers
gauge the IT requirements, the focus in India
needs to shift toward understanding the busi–
ness drivers. IT providers will increasingly
need to understand what the customer’s busi–
ness is about, how it is delivered, and how it
can be measured. Providers will need to re–
align their products, processes and infrastruc–
ture to help the customers achieve their busi–
ness goals.
Matching solution costs with consumer will–
ingness to pay is challenging if solutions are
not customized to the level of functionality
Indian companies need. Most global solutions
will have bells and whistles that might not be
relevant for Indian customers; right specifica–
tions can ensure lower costs as well. There is
an opportunity for IT providers to de–engi–
neer solutions in the context of Indian clients’
needs. Also, providing simpler options along–
side complex offerings might help customers
choose IT as per their needs. Some sectors,
such as banking, might need specific customi–
zations due to regulatory constraints.
An India–specific strategy, for example, can cap–
italize on the immense opportunity to leverage
the use of highly penetrated mobile phones in
rural India (as shown in Exhibit 5.5).
Structure innovative offerings to deliver
maximum value
Companies in India increasingly expect their
IT costs to be aligned with their business per–
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Exhibit 5.4 | Key themes relevant for the IT stack in India that require IT providers to rethink
their strategy
Architecture stack

Business

IT trends impacting consumers
and business operations giving rise
to opportunity to reinvent business
models

Unique
India needs
Implications for IT
providers

Strategic / innovative
applications
Industry–specific applications
Packaged
applications
forming bulk for
market

Back–office applications
ERP, office productivity, email
Middleware
Servers & storage

X-aaS –
Service
based
solutions
gaining
traction

Limited
legacy
IT
Few quality
suppliers

Data center
Desktop

ǣ Develop new
technologies to
address unique
India needs
ǣ Structure
innovative
offerings to deliver
maximum value
ǣ Cultivate the right
strategic
partnerships to
address specific
requirements

Alternate business models for
field services in India
leveraging low cost work force

Network
Low

Effort to win

High

Sources: Global IT Management Benchmarking; BCG analysis.

formance, something that is evident in the
growing trend of companies moving away
from fixed price cost models to pricing mech–
anisms that are more closely linked to their
business drivers. This is an opportunity for IT
providers, as solid delivery on agreed out–
comes will establish proof of concept and cre–
ate customer loyalty. Pricing based on busi–
ness drivers and outcomes would enable IT
providers to bundle all the services relating to
those drivers, and reduce supplier fragmenta–
tion and complexity of systems that is typical–
ly observed in piecemeal IT sourcing (as
shown in Exhibit 5.6).
Providers will also need to understand the val–
ue their services create for customers. Com–
bined with an accurate cost picture, this insight
could let providers develop a value–based pric–
ing mechanism that ensures adequate, even at–
tractive, margins for themselves—while deliv–
ering variable, on–demand–type pricing for its
customers. This element of predictive pricing is
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still nascent for many IT providers, and there is
a need to quickly develop capabilities in this
area.
Cultivate the right partnerships
IT providers need to build platforms where
components can be provided by best cost sup–
pliers who need not be internal to them. For
example, given their lower use of software in
the legacy systems, Indian customers are more
open to implementing packaged applications.
Therefore, IT vendors will need to partner with
the right ISVs to provide requisite solutions.
Similarly, on–site field services, which are now
increasingly commoditized, cannot be served
by the high cost labour provided by traditional
system integrators who charge heavily for
these resources in global markets. Partnering
with local players who leverage a low–skill
workforce will help them control costs.
With the market evolving toward end–to–end
deals, there would be additional pricing chal–

Exhibit 5.5 | Use of mobile phones is an opportunity for IT providers to de–engineer and make a real
difference in rural areas

Dattatrey Bhong, 27 years

Narinjan Singh,

A farmer, India

A fisherman, India

“I paid Rs. 3,500 for the phone. I
can now get the crop prices directly
from my handset and can choose
which market to sell. I even
managed to earn a profit of
Rs. 6,500 using information
provided by the service”

“I use my mobile phone to
negotiate with buyers from my
boat itself. Now I do not have to
settle for whatever the wholesaler
offers me — I know exactly how
much buyers at the next port are
willing to pay”

Sources: EPress search; BCG research (Next Billion Customers).

Exhibit 5.6 | Pricing will evolve to be differentiated, with an impact on the measured metrics
Benefits of evolving
pricing model

Examples of metrics
• Reduction in DSOs

Business
driver

• Reduction in working
capital / bad debts

• Increased alignment with
business objectives

• Increase in spend
visibility

• Health check of
relationships

• Accuracy of invoice
processing
Process
activity / input

Process
activity / input

Process
activity / input

Future direction

• Volume of invoices
processed

Process
output

• Increased flexibility of
delivery model for provider
• Provider incented and
rewarded to drive to most
cost–effective solution
• Businesses encouraged to
focus on results,
not process
• Reduced cost of
measurement / tracking

• Turnaround time
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lenges due to the low–margin nature of the
hardware elements involved in such deals.
Leveraging partners specializing in this seg–
ment and using disruptive technologies such
as cloud based platforms could be potential
ways of addressing these challenges.
For IT providers: Optimize delivery
model for lower costs
To target outcome based contracts, providers
will also need to aggressively manage their own
supply chain, operating model, and strategic
partnering / outsourcing of their activities.
Applying lean principles and establishing a
continuous improvement process to optimize
the delivery model would be required. IT pro–
viders can reduce complexity, embrace auto–
mation, and ensure standardization. Measur–
ing productivity and focusing on removing
the process “wastes” or non value adding ac–
tivities can help. They can champion process
excellence so that things get done right the
first time to help reduce errors and re–work,
further enhancing productivity. New technol–
ogies should be leveraged whenever they can
boost efficiencies or cut costs.
However, the success of these programs is pos–
sible only by instilling a culture of lean and
changing the mindsets of the workforce than
by application of lean tools in a one–shot ef–
fort. IT providers can take inspiration from
manufacturing companies who have embraced
lean operations and explore ways to transplant
lean ideas in their services environment.
Establishing tier 2 / 3 cities, leveraging con–
tract labor, standardizing and automating
processes can leverage less expensive work–
force options and reduce overall cost of deliv–
ery. Segmenting activities to identifying high
skill tasks that need expertise, separating
them clearly from the basic tasks and map–
ping only these to experts will ensure that
only high value adding tasks use expensive
workforce.
Where possible, developing contracts based
on usage or on just–in–time support from
their equipment vendors and other suppliers,
IT providers can mimic the risk profile of
their revenues in their own cost structure.
This will ensure that, when business ebbs,
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costs decrease—just as it does for their cus–
tomers in outcome based contracts.
For end users and IT providers:
Partner strategically to collectively
transform the business
Collaboration between IT providers and cus–
tomers should be encouraged, and become
an ongoing activity. Collaboration will help
create faster, better ways to get the job
done—and help strengthen relationships.
Working with providers can help end users
leverage IT more effectively, and align busi–
ness needs and IT architecture. Five key at–
tributes of a collaboration model between
the IT provider and the customer are laid
out in Exhibit 5.7.
Information sharing
A completely transparent exchange of busi–
ness data between the IT provider and its
customer is critical in identifying cost reduc–
tion and value generation opportunities for
the client. IT providers, having complete ac–
cess to usage patterns of end users, can lever–
age analytics to identify opportunities to
streamline and eliminate redundant business
processes, and to reduce service levels—while
ensuring limited business impact. Vendors
will also be able to spot opportunities where
delivery model optimizations will become at–
tractive or a streamlining of customers’ IT
portfolios can lead to cost efficiencies.
Joint planning and design
Joint planning sessions, involving key ven–
dors, to discuss evolution of business needs,
as well as joint performance reviews to as–
sess the business impact of IT, can be a great
way to ensure alignment on value creation.
These sessions should also discuss new tech–
nologies and process optimization tools that
the customer needs to consider. Plus, poten–
tial cost reduction opportunities arising out
of technology evolution / commoditization
should be on the agenda during such meet–
ings. Customers and IT providers should also
evaluate the change in asset ownership
where it makes sense for example cloud
model in hosting.
Performance tracking
Once the IT service provider is on–board, a
comprehensive performance tracking mech–

Exhibit 5.7 | The collaboration between end users and IT providers will need to be enhanced
Objectives

Integration

Collaboration model attributes

Information sharing
• Transparent exchange of critical business data between buyer and provider
Joint planning and design
• Early participation of the provider in the buyer’s planning process and active
involvement in shaping design

Optimization

Performance tracking
• Structured tracking mechanisms with integrated set of KPIs
Organizational structure and relationship management
• Focus on achieving mutual objectives versus enforcing contract
• Strong peer–to–peer relationships

Innovation

Change management
• Greater participation from senior executives to influence change

anism with a well–defined set of KPIs is crit–
ical. In case of multiple providers, it is the
customers’ responsibility to establish vendor
relationships and manage the entire eco–sys–
tem. Interdependencies often exist between
and among outsourced functions, calling for
a collaborative approach to problem solving.
However, when each vendor is oriented sole–
ly toward his own tasks and SLAs, there is a
possibility of cooperation failing to material–
ize. An integrated set of shared KPIs across
vendors can align the interests of the ven–
dors with the end users.

on achieving mutual business objectives,
rather than simply enforcing the terms of
the contract.

Organizational structure and relationship
management
To ensure successful collaboration, it is es–
sential to spell out the rules of engagement
and the level of interaction—strategic, tacti–
cal and day–to–day. A clear escalation ma–
trix needs to be defined which is geared to–
wards greater empowerment at the middle
management levels. Further, the project
team at the client’s end needs to have well–
defined roles to facilitate strong peer–to–
peer relationships between the customer
and the IT provider. This will ensure focus

An example of successful collaboration be–
tween the end user and an IT provider is the
deployment of the surveillance networking
system for the Delhi Duty Free by Cisco.

Change management
Any IT transformation will bring about signif–
icant changes in the way organizations func–
tion in terms of their systems and processes
work. In such a scenario, it is imperative to
have a robust change management process.
Greater participation from senior level execu–
tives will have a strong influence on the lower
levels while leading and managing change.

For Government: Facilitate IT adoption through policies, programs and
incentives
Government programs to increase IT adoption
Governments can play a critical role in helping
increase the usage of IT by companies with low
adoption of such solutions. Policy makers can
support businesses through structured pro–
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Case study: Surveillance networking for Delhi
Duty Free
Most of the retail outlets at the T3 Terminal of Delhi’s Indira Gandhi Airport are
managed by Delhi Duty Free Services
Private Limited (DDFS). These shops
operate 24x7, stocking more than 15,000
SKUs of liquor, tobacco, fragrance, cosmetics, confectionary, etc.

••

The system needed to operate with zero
downtime and provide high scalability,
in case of future expansions by DDFS

••

The solution had to be integrated with
the primary airport network that
included numerous legacy systems

While operating a set up of this nature has
its challenges, one of the potential issues
DDFS anticipated was shoplifting and theft,
based on the experience of retailers
worldwide. Hence, they wanted to deploy a
surveillance system.

••

There was a stringent delivery deadline
of two months, with the need to work in
a highly secure location

While Cisco used its suite of products and
solutions like the Cisco LAN, Cisco Unified
Communications, Cisco Unified Wireless,
Cisco Video Surveillance and Cisco Physical
Access Management solutions, the real
challenge was to design a solution based
on the client’s specific needs.

••

The Planning, Design and Implementation were done according to the inputs
gathered in the Customer Requirement
Definition workshop

Cisco came up with a client–specific
solution, designing and delivering around
the given constraints. While the system is
designed to prevent thefts, it is also aligned
with the retail chain’s business objectives.
The system provides high–quality video
that enables stores to track and validate
sales against the footage. It also offers
business intelligence that allows DDFS to
analyze customer trends, modify store
topology, present high–value goods more
effectively, and formulate marketing
strategies to boost sales.
Source: Cisco.

grams and trainings, and also hand–holding
them through the initial phases of adoption of
a new technology. The Hong Kong (HK) Gov–
ernment’s initiative to support SMEs in in–
creasing their IT adoption is a great example.

hardware and service components are con–
cerned. Due to the absence of a clear definition
of the buckets on which service tax is applica–
ble in such contracts, deductions end up getting
applied to earnings from hardware as well.

Level playing field in the context of taxes
India’s current taxation structure does not in–
centivize IT providers to place a disproportion–
ate focus on the domestic market. While IT ex–
ports receive significant subsidies, and are tax
free, domestic sales are taxed, making it unat–
tractive for providers to seek to increase their
local sales. The Government should explore
tax holidays and subsidies for IT sales in the
domestic market as well, to ensure tax equal–
ization on exports and domestic sales, in order
to support smaller companies.

For Government: Facilitate development of quality IT workforce
A skilled IT workforce has been the biggest
factor behind the IT industry’s growth in In–
dia. While the country produces 4.35 million
graduates each year—a figure growing at the
rate of 12 percent annually—more than 75
percent of them are not suitable to be direct–
ly employed in the IT sector1.

Currently, there is a lack of clarity as far as ser–
vice tax laws for integrated deals involving both
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Recognizing the need to make this pool more
“ready–to–hire”, the Government has already
undertaken many initiatives—the aim being
to promote IT know–how at the grass–roots
level. To build capability in students and fac–

ulty, various broad education–based programs
like IT finishing schools and industry–aca–
demia faculty membership program have
been initiated. Also, schemes like NAC (Nass–
com Assessment of Competence) have been
implemented to attest and certify talent pool.
Moreover, the Government has established
regulatory bodies like National Skills Develop–
ment Council of India (NSDC) and All India
Council for Technical Education (AICTE).
In order to meet industry demand for a
steady flow of ready–to–hire talent, the Gov–
ernment needs to continue making strategic
investments in the education sector—
through subsidies on IT capital investment
by schools and technical educational institu–
tions, and IT training programs for faculty
and students.
To boost the education sector in India, au–
thorities also need to formulate favorable pol–
icies such as providing organizations with tax

subsidies for investments in IT skill–related
training, as well as tax breaks on capital in–
vestments in installed IT equipment.
Partner with industry to leverage
cutting–edge IT, foster innovation
In order to be able to meet the continuously
increasing expectations of citizens for delivery
of quality services, it is imperative for the Gov–
ernment to leverage emerging technologies to
develop new delivery models and boost the ef–
ficiencies of existing resources. Just as private
companies are partnering with IT providers to
bridge their capability gaps, the Government
also needs to collaborate with vendors to lever–
age IT effectively. It, too, needs to develop IT
management capabilities, and “orchestrate”
the myriad IT projects, with an objective to
eliminate delays and cost overruns and maxi–
mize the value of its IT investments.
The Government can also play a major role in
mandating and facilitating development of

Case study: Hong Kong Government’s support
program for SMEs
A majority of businesses in Hong Kong are
SMEs, and hence, Hong Kong’s development as a digital economy depends on the
extent of IT adoption by SMEs. The Government and the IT industry have come
together to facilitate this. Two types of
programs have been undertaken over the
last eight years in this regard:

IT Training Program for SMEs (ITTP)
This program, launched in 2009, comprised
six training projects tailored to meet the
requirements of five different sectors—
travel industry, Chinese medicine practitioners, social enterprises, manufacturing
industry, and general SMEs.

Sector–specific program (SSP)
The objective of the SSP is to increase
e–readiness of SMEs that have yet to
achieve a basic level of IT adoption, thus
preparing them for more advanced e–business opportunities. Since 2004, the OGCIO
(Office of the Government Chief Information Officer) has successfully completed 14

projects across ten sectors—travel agencies, medical and health, drugstores,
logistics, accounting, beauty service, trade,
watches and clocks, social service, and
supply chain.
The projects focused on:

••

IT skill training for SMEs

••

Developing websites, portals or application modules to improve operational
efficiency, and enhancing the experience provided to customers

These programs were successfully completed, achieving target outcomes such as
high participation and satisfaction rating
for training, and successful implementation
of the systems / websites / portals concerned.

Source: Official website, Office of the Government Chief
Information Officer, Hong Kong.
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data and information standards across indus–
tries. This will catalyze information sharing,
which is likely to improve efficiencies across
verticals. For example, in the automotive sec–
tor, manufacturers deal with multiple ven–
dors—a majority of whom are common be–
tween the OEMs. These manufacturers and
vendors share data on various aspects—such
as purchase orders, invoices, etc.—on a con–
tinuous basis for effective workflow manage–
ment. However, currently, there is no stan–
dard format for such documents. SIAM is
working on a project to define industry–level
standards for data sharing among manufac–
turers and vendors, in order to ensure im–
proved efficiencies and lower costs.
Governments can foster an enabling environ–
ment by implementing policies that promote

R&D and innovation in new emerging IT, as
well as by leveraging cutting–edge IT in their
social sector programs. Policy makers also can
provide fiscal benefits to SMEs and start–ups
to make a viable business case for IT imple–
mentation. To encourage innovation, the Gov–
ernment can create and implement laws for
protection of intellectual property rights,
copyrights and patents. The E.U., for example,
has released a detailed strategy for cloud
computing, addressing the uncertainties aris–
ing from the issue of data protection and re–
tention, liability and consumer protection.
The E.U.’s approach simplifies the multiple
technical standards surrounding cloud, imple–
ments E.U.–wide certification schemes for
cloud providers, develops model contract
terms including SLAs, and launches a Europe–
an Cloud Partnership to harness the public

How can the Government help promote the
adoption of cutting–edge IT? Cloud as an
example.
The Government could play an active role
in identifying and assessing risks and
opportunities for emerging IT technologies
such as cloud. The following steps can
serve as a roadmap for the Government to
formulate a strategy to promote cloud
computing in India.

vendors who offer technical support in
cloud services and products.

Identifying customers and increasing
awareness

••

Non–economic incentives like free
promotion and visibility of success
stories

••

Indirect economic incentives such as
access to shared physical resources, tax
allowances, and preferential credit lines

••

Direct economic incentives like sharing
investments or offering incentives in
success story contests

The Government can identify the sectors
with the highest potential impact of the
new technology (for example retail trade,
culture industry and tourism, food industry,
sustainable energy management), and also
attempt to quantify the impact. Following
this, it can create programs to raise
awareness among companies and industry
groups operating in the sector, through
forums and events.

Encouraging IT providers
A structured program to encourage local IT
companies to serve as partners in implementation of cloud platforms could be
explored. The Government can encourage
vendors who sell cloud solutions and
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Incenting adoption
The incentive–based model oriented to
adaption of cloud will need to integrate
three types of elements:

Driving adoption as customer
The Government can make a concerted
effort to drive uptake by adopting cloud in
its own processes and operations. This
would serve as an example for the private
sector, and also help IT providers achieve
scale in operations.

sector’s buying power in e–governance to
boost the cloud market and help cloud pro–
viders achieve scale2. A study estimates a ben–
efit of €250 billion to the E.U. economy by
2020 through a policy–driven approach to–
ward cloud3.
The Indian Government’s National Policy on
Information Technology 2012 is a step to–
wards providing impetus to IT adoption. Reg–
ulators of certain sectors like the RBI and
IRDA. have also released policy guidelines re–
garding the extent of outsourcing. However,
there is ample scope to improve the existing
policy guidelines, and increase their coverage,
while implementing an overarching strategy
spanning multiple sectors that endeavors to
resolve uncertainties and fill gaps in the un–
derstanding and usage of IT. Similarly, the In–
dian Government must take the onus of pro–
moting new and emerging technologies, by
implementing appropriate policy steps.
The eight point action plan captures key im–
peratives for all stakeholders in the IT eco–
system—the customers, IT providers and the

Government. The customers need to focus
on strengthening their IT capabilities, while
working closely with IT providers to define
their IT architecture and identify value gen–
erating opportunities. IT providers need to
customize their portfolio to address unique
Indian needs and optimize their delivery
model for lower costs. The Government
needs to support IT adoption and give an
impetus to the industry by facilitating qual–
ity IT workforce, while partnering with the
private sector to develop standards and
copyrights. Driving all these actions in close
concert can have a leap–frog effect on the
domestic IT industry.

Note
1. Nasscom Strategic Review—2012, “The IT–BPO
Sector in India”.
2. European Commission Report, “Unleashing the
Potential of Cloud Computing in Europe”, September
2012.
3. IDC Report, “Removing Barriers to Cloud Comput–
ing in Europe Through Policy Action Could Generate
up to €250Bn EU GDP Growth in 2020”, October 2012.

Effective IT adoption by Indian companies will be key to
realizing India’s GDP growth potential. It will improve
labour productivity, generate employment opportunities,
and help improve employability of labour in India.
To successfully leverage this opportunity, a concerted effort
is required by end users, IT providers and the Government.
With a renewed thrust, the Indian IT industry can sustain
the expected growth rates, and garner a far larger share in
the portfolios of its home grown companies.
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